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Research is the complete in-depth analysis on a specific area and systematic investigation to establish

facts and also a fathom of harnessing of curiosity. The very primary purpose of research is

discovering, interpreting, and the development of methods and systems for the advancement of

human knowledge on a wide variety of scientific matters of our society, world and the universe. It

also provides scientific information and theories for the explanation of the nature. It is designed to

solve a particular existing problem so there is a much larger audience eager to support research that is

likely to be profitable or solve problems of immediate concern.

A number of researches are also being undertaken across the world to show the significance of Yoga

before the scientific fraternity. Many methods of Yoga have spread over a large range of physical

postures to breathing practices, mantra and meditation, all based upon a philosophy of consciousness

and natural way of healthy living. Yoga has the power to contend stress, develop friendliness,

compassion, and greater equanimity. The dynamism of Yoga brings synergy to body’s ability to stay

calm and focused thus helps in tranquility of mood swings. Therefore, it is no wonder that Yoga is

gaining recognition worldwide as we gradually enter into natural ways of healing andYoga therapy is

walking ahead in complementary and alternative therapies. It has established as a preventive science

supported numerous scientific research publications.

The first article by explains the very

root concept ofYoga Sadhna that has been finely elaborated in the Balmiki Ramayana.

The research paper by has genuinely give

focus on the various domains of values and its correlation withYoga.

by highlights

the Patanjali’s Methods of Meditation with the help of eight limbs ofYoga i.e. aShTAnga-yoga.

by deals with the Self realization. It

narrates about the most powerful inner thing i.e Thought-power. The Rajayoga is the theme of entire

Patanjali’s scripture i.e. Rajayoga which deals with thought-power.

by and

thrust upon the philosophy of Surya Namaskara’s backward and forward bending postures

which flex and stretch the spinal column through their minimum range giving a profound stretch to

the whole body. It is considered as the best exercise for human body.

The clinical research paper

by

observed the effect of Yoga training on physical performance on

44 male trainees randomly divided into Yoga group and control group. A greater shift of lactate

threshold to a higher work load byYogic practices is observed.

Balmiki Ramayana me Yoga Sadhna

Ethical and Moral Values for Yoga

Meditation of Patanjali: An Inward Journey to the Absolute

Rajayoga – the Supreme Science

Surya Namaskar-An Ancient Scientific Philosophy

Physical Performance in Different Intensities of Exercise and

Lactate Threshold after Yogic Practices among Young Sedentary Students

Swami Anant Bharati

Prof. Aruna Goel

Dr. Veda Vrata Aalok

Chandramouli S. Naikar

Dr. Anita Sharma Dr. Vinod Kumar

Gotecha

Dr. U.S.Ray, Dr.

O.S.Tomer, Dr. S.S. Purakayastha
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Effect of Shalabhasana on Gridhrasi (Sciatic Neuritis) with Reference to (Straight Leg Rise)

Test

To Study the Effect of Yogic Intervention on Stress Level of Working Women

Effect of Yoga on Locus of Control of Female Students of Kurushetra University

A Study on the Effect of Yogic Intervention on Anxiety has been written

The Impact of Nada Yoga on Hypertension & Anxiety Level

To Study the Effect of Yoga Nidra on the Level ofAnxiety

Dr. Ishwar V. Basavaraddi

by and A elaborates the effect of

practice of Shalabhasana on 30 patients suffering from gridhrasi. The criteria for assessment were

fixed to be the clinical features and SLR. After periodical follow up, it was found that the therapy

brings about significant improvement clinically as well as statistically at the end of 2 months.

The paper by

and where sampling consists of 50 female subjects aged 25-39 years,

divided into two groups, experimental and control. The result of t-test revealed that the yogic

intervention have significant effect towards normalcy at .01 level of confidence on stress level of

working women aged from 25-39 years.

by

and take the sample consisted of 60 female students of age 18 through 25 years where 30 are

Yoga practitioners and another 30 are non- yogic female students. The results of the study showed

that internalized locus of control scores ofYoga practitioners are better than non-yoga practitioners.

The article by

. The study shows a significant change on the anxiety level of the normal persons

as the result ofYoga practice. The results are significant at 0.01 level of confidence.

by and

Sao explore the effect of Nada Yoga on the Hypertension (SBP & DBP) &Anxiety level

of subject. It is found that there was significant difference in the systolic blood pressure, diastolic

blood pressure and the anxiety level between the control group and the experimental group.

by take

sample involved in this study contains 35 students of 14-20 years. The subjects are examined in two

sessions as pretest and post test after giving them training ofYoga Nidra till 30 days. The result shows

a significant change asYoga Nidra positively decrease the level of anxiety of the subjects.

Along with these research based articles, the combined issue also contains Book Review followed by

Photo Gallery.

Feedbacks as well as valuable comments are appreciate a lot as these will help us to explore

meaningfully to enrich our coming issue.

Editor
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Usha Lohan

Anu Gill

Dr.
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Dr. Arun Kumar Sao Dr.
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okYehfd jkek;.k esa ri ;ksx lk/kuk
*Lokeh vuUr Hkkjrh

okYehfd jkek;.k dh vkRek dks le>us ds fy, gesa bl xzUFk ds izFke i| dks ns[kuk gksxk %&

vFkkZr~ riLoh okYehfd us ri vkSj Lok/;k; esa yxs gq, eqfuJs’B ukjn ls iwNkA ;gka iz”u djus okyk Hkh riLoh
gS vkSj ftlls iz”u fd;k tk jgk gS og Hkh riLoh gSA rifLo;ksa dh ppkZ esa jkT; /ku lEifÙk vFkok Hkksx ds
lk/kuk dks izkIr djus ds mik;ksa vFkok Hkksx Hkksxus dk dFkkUud fo’k; gks bldh dYiuk Hkh ugha dh tk ldrh
gS] ogka ppkZ dk fo’k; rks ri gh gks ldrk gS tks ;ksx dk ,d izdkj gS vFkok va”k gSA iz”u esa ftu lksyg xq.kksa
ls ;qDr iq#’k dk ifjp; izkIr djus dh dkeuk gS muesa eq[; gS% xq.koku~] oh;Zoku~] /keZK] d`rK] lR;oknh]
n`<+ozrh] pfj=oku~] Øks/k ij ftlus fot; ik yh gS] fdlh dh fuUnk u djus okyk gksA ;s lHkh uo xq.k dsoy
fdlh ;ksxh iq#’k esa gh gks ldrs gSa tu lkikU; esa ughaA blds mÙkj esa nsof’kZ ukjn us dkS”kY;kuUn jke dk
ifjp; izkjEHk djrs gq, ftu ,d lkS NCchl xq.kksa dks fxuk;k gS muesa fu;rkRek vFkkZr~ vkRet;h o”kh vFkkZr~
eu dks o”k esa j[kus okyk] lR;lU/k] lekf/keku~ vkSj {kek djus esa i`fFkoh ds leku vkfn xq.k Hkh gSaA bu xq.kksa esa
dqN xq.k rks ;ksx ds vaxksa esa vkrs gSa ogha jke dks lekf/keku~ dgdj mUgsa iw.kZ ;ksxh Hkh Lohdkj fd;k x;kA bl
lc dks ns[kdj ;g le>us esa vlqfo/kk ugha gksuh pkfg, fd okYehfd jkek;.k esa ;ksx fo|k dk vHkko ugha gSA

;ksx dh vusd “kk[kk,a izphu dky esa izpfyr jgh gSa vkSj izR;sd “kk[kkvksa esa vusd vaxksa vkSj mikaxksa dh Hkh
lEHkkouk gks ldrh gS fdUrq okYehfd jkek;.k ds izFke “yksd ls gesa ;g ladsr fey tkrk gS fd bl xzUFk esa
riL;k :ih ;ksx dh iz/kkurk gSA

1- ofl’B dh dke/ksuq cyiwoZd ys tkus ds izl³~x esa ofl’B ds czã n.M ls ijkftr gksdj jktf’kZ
fo”okfe= us czkã.kRo ikus ds fy, ?kksj riL;k dh vkSj riL;k ds QyLo:i {kf=; ls czkã.k gks x;sA
¼ckydk.M&56&57] 65½

2- LoxZ ls i`fFkoh ij xaxk dks ykus ds fy, igys va”kqeku~ us iqu% HkxhjFk us ?kksj riL;k dh ftlls xaxk dk
Hkwfe ij vorj.k gqvkA ¼ogh 42&43½

3- bUnz dk o/k djus dh ;kstuk esa fnfr us dq”kIyo esa riL;k dhA ¼ogh 46½

4- iq= izkfIr ds fy, oSJo.k us riL;k dhA ¼mÙkj dk.M lwñ 3½

5- nsoksa ls vts; gksus ds fy, jko.k us xksd.kZ esa ri fd;kA ¼ogh lwñ 9&10½

6- ri”p;kZ ds fy, ri dh efgek dk Lej.k djrs gq, o`= dh riL;k ^^riksfg ijea Js;%
lEeksgferjRlq[ke~A ogh lwDr 84] “yksd 9 vFkkZr~ ri”p;kZ gh lcls dY;k.kdkjh gS vU; lHkh lq[krks
dsoy lEeksfgr gh djrs gSaA

ri% Lok/;k; fujra riLoh okfXonka ije~A

ukjna ifjiizPN okYehfd% eqfuiq³~xoe~AA
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v’Vk³~x;ksx ds vax ;e ds ,d dÙkZO; lR; ¼firk ds lR;½ dh j{kk ds fy, jke us pkSng o’kks± dk ouokl jkT;
dks R;kx dj Lohdkj fd;k FkkA ouokl ds izkjfEHkd dky esa fp=dwV esa fuokl ds dSds;h ds iq= Hkjr us ekrk
}kjk ojnku ds izl³~x esa muds fy, ekaxs x;s jkT; dks vLohdkj djrs gq, jke ls v;ks/;k ykSVus dh vR;Ur
fouez Hkko ls izkFkZuk dh fQj Hkh lR; ozr dk gh ikyu djrs gq, jke us pkSng o’kZ ls iwoZ jkT; Lohdkj fd;k]
ugha v;ks/;k ykSVukA bl lR; ozr dk ikyu djrs ,d vksj ou esa jgrs gq, jke us ri fd;k ogh dSds;h iq=
Hkjr us Hkh ufUnzxzke esa tVk/kkjh gksdj Hkwfe ij “k;u djrs gq, dBksj ri fd;kA

jke }kjk ouxeu dks lqudj ifrozr /keZ dks Lej.k dj jketh dh iRuh lhrk us Hkh ifr ds lkFk ou esa jgus dk
ladYi fd;k vkSj ifrjke ds lkFk dBksj ri”p;kZ dhA

T;s’B Hkzkrk jke ds ouxeu dk lekpkj ikdj lqfe=k uUnu y{e.k us Hkh muds lkFk gh ou xeu fd;kA ml
le; mudh ekrk lqfe=k us iq= fo;ksx dks rieku dj gh N i|ksa esa y{e.k dks mins”k nsrs gq, y{e.k ls dgk
fd ou esa vius T;s’B Hkzkrk jke ds lkFk jgrs gq, mUgsa firk] mudh iRuh lhrk dks ekrk vkSj ou Hkwfe ds v;ks/;k

ekurs gq, rUe;rk iwoZd mudh lsok:ih ri djus dk funsZ”k fd;kA

riLoh y{e.k us u dsoy ekrk lqfe=k ds mins”k dks Lohdkj fd;k vfirq /kuq’k~ ck.k gkFk esa ysdj pkSchl ?k.Vs

funzkjfgr gksdj jke vkSj lhrk dh lEiw.kZ euks;ksx ls j{kk dk ozr fy;k vkSj pkSng o’kZ i;ZUr fujUrj tkxrs
gq, mudh lqj{kk vkSj lsok djrs gq, ?kksj ri”p;kZ dhA

fdfdU/kk dk.M ds lxZ bD;kou ckou esa fu;r vkgkj okyh rkilh Lo;a izHkk dk foLr`r ifjp; feyrk gS
ftlus Hkw[k ls ihfM+r okujksa dks izseiwoZd Hkkstu djkdj r`Ir fd;k Fkk vkSj vius ri ds izHkko ls mUgsa leqnzrV
ij lgtHkko ls igqapk fn;k FkkA

vj.;dk.M esa egkriLoh “kjHk³~x vkSj muds vkJe dk fooj.k fuc) gS vykSfdd mxz riL;k ls ftUgksaus
czãyksd dks thr fy;k Fkk] Qyr% Lo;a bUnz xU/koks± nsoksa vkSj vIljkvksa ds lkFk fnO;&foeku esa vkdj mUgsa
czãyksd ys tkuk pkgrs Fks fdUrq vkJe esa vH;kxr jke y{e.k dks ns[kdj os iqu% vkJe esa ykSV vk;s Fks bl
izlax dks muds ¼egkeqfu “kjHkax ds “kCnksa esa gh nsf[k;s½ %&

bl izdkj vfrfFk jkey{e.k lhrk dk lRdkj djds egkeqfu”kjHk³~x us vfXu iznhIr dh eU= iwoZd /k`r dh
vkgqfr;ka nha vkSj Lo;a ml vfXu esa izfo’V gks x;sA tc vfXu esa muds ykseds”k vfLFk jDr ekal ty x;k rc os

ri ds gh izHkko ls vfXu ds leku rstkse; dqekj ds :i esa izdV gq,A

1

2

3

^ekes ojnks jke czã yksda fuuh"kfrA

ftreqxzs.k rilk nq"izkieÑrkRefHk%A

vga KkRok ujO;k?kz oÙkZeku enwjr%A

czãyksda u xPNkfe Roken`"V~ok fiz;kfrfFke~A

Ro;kga iq#"kaO;k?kz /kkfeZds.k egkReukA

lekxE; xfe’;kfe f=fnoa pkojEije~A vj.; dk.M 5@28&30
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jkek;.k ds dFkkud ls ifjfpr lHkh O;fä Hkwfäe;h rkilh “kcjh ds uke ls vo”; ifjfpr gSA tc Hkxoku~
jke mlds vkokl ij igqaprs gSa rc mlls mlds ri ds lEcU/k esa tks iz”u djrs gSa mlls ml dky esa izpfyr
riL;k dk v³~x izR;³~x lfgr Lo:i dk irk pyrk gSA os “kcjh ls iwNrs gSa fd ßD;k rqeus fo?uksa dks thr
fy;k gS\ rqEgkjs ri esa o`f) rks gks jgh gS\ D;k rqeus Øks/k dks thr fy;k gS\ vkgkj ij iw.kZ la;e rks rqeus dj
fy;k gS\ fu;eksa dk ikyu rks dj gh jgh gks\ rqEgkjk eu rks iw.kZ “kkUr gks x;k gS\ rqEgkjh xq#lsok rks lQy gks

x;h gS\Þ HkDr “kcjh dh ri% iwr&uezrk vkSj Hkfä Hkko dh izrhfr mlds bl y?kqopu ls gh izdV gks tkrh gS

og dgrh gS & ßv| izkIrk ri% flf)% ro lUn”kZUe;kAÞ vFkkZr~ vkids n”kZu ls vkt eq>s riL;k esa flf) fey
x;h gSA

n.Mdkj.; esa izos”k ls iwoZ Hkxorh lhrk Hkxoku~ jke ls dgrh gS fd mfpr rks ;g gksxk fd vki ns”k ¼ouokl½
ds /keZ vFkkZr~ eqfu cu dj vfgalk dk ikyu djsa ;fn vki eqfutuksa dh j{kk ds fy, gh /kuq’k /kkj.k djrs gSa rks
vijk/k vkSj oSj ds fcuk jk{klksa dh Hkh fgalk u djsaA

bl izdkj ge ns[krs gSa fd okYehfd jkek;.k vfgalk lR; vkfn ds ikyu ds lkFk lkFk ri”p;kZ :i ;ksx
lk/kuk izkIr gksrh gS ftldk ladsr gesa okYehfd jkek;.k ds izFke i| esa gh izkIr gks tkrk gSA

1- jkea n”kjFka fof) eka fof) tu dkRetke~A

v;ks/;kejoha fof) xPN rkr ;Fkklq[ke~AA v;ks/;kdk.M 40@9

2- lks·ga fiz;l[ka jkea “k;kua lg lhr;kA

f{k’;kfe /kuq’ikf.k% LoS% LoS% KkfrfHk% lgAA ogh 86@7

3- rrks·fXua l lek/kk; gqRok pkT;sue~ eU=or~A

“kkHk³~xks egkrstk% izfoos”kgqrk”kue~A

rL; jksekf.k ds “kka”p rnk ofºueZgkReu%A

th.kkZa Ropa rnLFkhfu ;Pp ekala p “kksf.kre~A

l p ikod ladk”k% dqekj% lei|rAA vj.;dk.M 5- 39&42AA

4- dfPpÙks fuftZr% dksi% vkgkj”p riks /kusA

dfPpÙks fuftZrk% fo?uk% dfPpÙks o/kZrs ri%A

dfPpÙks fu;ek% izkIrk% dfPpÙks eul% lq[ke~A

dfPpÙks xq#”kqJw’kk lQyk pk# Hkkf’k.khAA ogh 74@8&9AA

5- ogh 74@11@ 6- O;kfo)feneLekfHk% ns”k /keZLrqiwT;rke~AA ogh 9@27AA

6- udFkapu lk dk;kZ x`ghr /kuq’kk Ro;kAA cqf) oSZja fouk gUrqa jk{klkun.MdkfJrku~A

foukijk/ka gUrqa yksdks ohj u “kL;rsAA ogh 9@24&25AA

4

5

lUnHkZ %&
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balance. In these circumstances unless one

knows how to maintain his inner peace and

mental iquipoise, anxiety, worry Mental

disturbances affect the physical health of the

person adversely. Neurophysiologists have

proved this all over the world. It is better to nip

worry, and fear in the bud, instead of allowing

them to accumulate slowly and eventually

produce a fatal illness. When such a disease

progresses relentlessly, we rush helplessly to a

physician. We can avoid such serious

consequences of worry and if we learn to mould

our iives on certain values and principles.

We are passing through critical times when the

environment all around is unethical. K.R.

Narayanan, President of India, while delivering

his address, on the eve of Independence Day, on

14th August, 2000, was critical of the nexus

between politicians and criminals, who are, in

INTRODUCTION:

Essentials of Ethical values are depicted in the

word WATCH

W- WATCHYOUR WORDS

A- WATCHYOURACTIONS

T - WATCHYOUR THOUGHTS

C- WATCHYOUR CHARACTER

H- WATCHYOUR HEART

In this age of science and rapid technological

development, our life has become complicated

and has become our companion. We are trapped

in the mire of political controversies. In order to

earn our living and for our own survival we have

to face intense competition everywhere.

Conflicts and violent confrontations between

different religious groups, castes and classes,

whether hidden or open, have disturbed our

Commentary on Yama / Niyama

Ethical and Moral Values for Yoga

—Prof. Aruna Goel*

"Dharma protects those who protect it. Those who destroy Dharma get destroyed. Therefore, Dharma

should not be destroyed, so that we may not be destroyed as a consequence thereof.

Lord, make me an instrument of your peace,

Where there is hatred, let me sow love, where there is injury, pardon;

Where there is doubt, faith; where there is despair, hope,

Where there is darkness, light, where there is sadness, joy

Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek to be consoled as to console,

To be understood as to understand; to be loved as to love.

For it is in giving that we receive, it is in pardoning that we are pardoned; and it is in dying that we are born

to eternal life.

— Prayer of Saint Francis of Assisi
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industrial, business and trade associations,

labour unions, political parties, military and civil

services, judiciary, non-governmental

organizations, academic or professional

associations, agriculturists organisations, etc.

apart from government itself. The all-pervading

and inter-locking nature of ethics in public life is

to be comprehended in all its manifestations and

dimensions. This is borne out by history in

different times and ages and also by the prowess

of civilization today.

The scandals and cases of corruption, kickbacks,

bribery, extortions, lying and deception by

government allover the world, in both developed

and developing countries at different times, are

too many and too well-known to need any

enumeration. In the wake of many cases of

nepotism, influence peddling, corporate bribery,

corruption, illicit operations, business

malpractices, and unhealthy nexus between

politics, administration and business coming of

public notice at the time of the World War II, the

US Senate set up a sub- committee under Senator

Paul Doughlas, which submitted its report,

commonly known as the Report on Ethical

Standards in Government.This attracted

attention ail over the world and the various

naunces of ethics in governance were discussed,

researched and commented upon in various

forums.

Vohra Committee has been quite vocal in

portraying the decaying environment engulfing

the basic framework of the Indian constitution

and social life of the people.

To quote from the Vohra Committee : The big

smuggling Syndicates, having international

linkages, have spread into and infected the

various economic and financial activities,

2

the process polluting the environment of the

country. The malpractices in every sphere have

become cancerous and are engulfing the entire

system geared to provide good standard of living

to people. T.N. Chaturvedi in his Editorial on the

Special Number on Ethics in Public life

remarked.

The potential damage and threat to the political

fabric of a system is not dependent on the

character of government, i.e. whether it is an

activist or limited in scope. History shows that

neither a capitalist nor a socialist nor a welfare

state is immune to the corrosive evil of

corruption. The standards of conduct and

behaviour of people in political authority have

their malignant influence in other walks of life in

society. The ethical dimensions of how

influential and powerful people conduct

themselves in private life and the public domain

set a precedent for the lesser human beings and

groups in society to follow or to seek

justification for their own self-seeking or even

scandalous conduct. The perniciousness ripple-

effect encompasses all segments of society. It is

not only the public systems that are under attack.

The people harbour grievances against trade,

industry, business, academia, medical and other

professional groups and organizations. The evil

within and outside the government circle, is

thus, not limited to any narrow confines.

Similarly, the influence of ethical conduct in

positive terms is also not contained or concerned

with only some specific sections and select

groups but is relevant to the entirety of society

and its wider network of relationships. As is

often said, the moral basis for the unity and

stability of society demands that ethical

restraints must operate not only in respect of

individuals but also organized groups -be they

1
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Mahatma Gandhi has raised Dharma to a higher

pedestal, signifying a quality through which we

know "our duty in human life and our relation

with other selves." Thus, ethics in public life is

important to understand our place in society and

the duties we owe to the society by virtue of what

society gives us. The common people may not

articulate it in as many words but this is built into

their thinking process when they make an

assessment of the conduct pattern of their

representatives and leaders and the system over

which the representatives have command.

Public employees have to constantly practice

ethical values to avoid violation of ethical codes.

The destruction of impurities through austerities

brings about powers to the body and senses.

When austerities, self-imposed disciplines, are

practiced, great strength will is developed, and

the abilities of the physical body and senses are

extended beyond what is considered normal.

Education can pass on distilled knowledge of

ethical value to students at a very fast rate.

Ethical education must be based on sacred

documents written by enlightened souls. In

addition, the teachers teaching these ethical

issues must be scholars and embodiments of

these ethical values.

Usually all education, all culture, all refinement

of the senses and the being is one of the best

ways of curing instincts, desires, passions. To

eliminate these things does not cure them; to

dk;sZfUæ;flf)j'kq{k;kr~ ril%

Role of Education in Promoting Ethical

Values:

1. Education Helps in speedy Acquisition of

accumulated knowledge:

2. Education promotes refinements of senses :

4

including havala transactions, circulation of

black money and operations of a vicious parallel

economy causing serious damage to the

economic fibre of the country. The Syndicates

have acquired substantial financial and muscle

power and social respectability and have

successfully corrupted the Government

machinery at all levels and wield enough

influence to make the task of Investigating and

Prosecuting agencies extremely difficult; even

the members of the Judicial system have not

escaped the embrace of the Mafia.

Justice V.R. Krishna Iyer has even blamed the

elite dan for joining the criminals and make the

nation stink by their frivolous activities. To

quote him:

Lawyer, Doctors, Company Secretaries,

Chartered Accounts, Engineers and Scientists,

not to speak of the talented bureaucrats, are all

slowly selling their souls for a mess of pottage.

Even the leaders in the professions have let us

down.

Let us now understand the meaning and contents

of ethics which need to be ingrained into the life

style.

The word "Ethics" is defined by the Concise

Oxford Dictionary as "the science of morals in

human conduct: moral philosophy moral

principles: rules of conduct. The utility of ethics

rests on the fact that it requires one to reason, to

analysis and to search for morally correct

position while taking a decision. Chester

Bernard has described mora! behaviour as

"governed by beliefs or feelings of what is right

or wrong regardless of self-interest or immediate

consequences of a decisions to do or not to do

specific things under particular conditions".

3

MEANINGAND NATURE OFETHICS
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Mental culture, Intellectual education changes

the constitution of your brain, enlarges it

considerably, and as a result the expression

becomes more complete and more precise.

Every average person has the capacity to

practise concentration although it is usually

directed towards persons or objects of gain and

enjoyment presented to him by the world. In

order to follow the spiritual life, no new faculties

need be created all of a sudden. The old

capacities and tendencies are to be given a

Godward turn without diminishing their

intensity, and then the worldly man is

transformed into a spiritual man.

The usefulness of work is nothing else but [this] :

to crystallise this mental power. For, what you

learn (unless you put it in practice by some work

or deeper studies), half of what you learn, at

least, will vanish, disappear with time. But it will

leave behind one thing: the capacity of

crystallising your thought, making something

clear out of it, something precise, exact and

organized. And that is the true usefulness of

work: to organize your cerebral capacity.

Negative thoughts and emotions, such as

violence, whether committed, abetted, or caused

through greed, anger or delusion, and whether

present in mild, medium or great intensity, result

in endless pain and ignorance. Thus, there is the

necessity for pondering over the opposites.

6
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4. Promotes Crystallising of Thought
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Raj Yoga Sutras

cultivate, inteilectualize, refine them, this is the

surest means of curing. To give the greatest

possible development for progress and growth,

to acquire a certain sense of harmony and

exactness of perception, this is a part of the

culture of the being, of the education of the

being. Education is certainly one of the best

means of preparing the consciousness for a

higher development. Education of right type can

sublimate the energies of students to achieve

higher spiritual goals of life.

Physical as well as mental purity is absolutely

necessary. Sometimes we make the mistake of

only physical purity because it is so much more

difficult to achieve true mental purity. There are

many who satisfy themselves by taking baths,

but who do not trouble themselves to have a pure

mind. It is, however, impossible to concentrate a

dirty mind on higher things.

The potentialities of mind are unlimited. These

can produce excellent results through training of

mind in a regular and systematic way. Mind has

more potentialities than mega computers. There

is no parallel of it. "You have a mental

instrument with many possibilities, faculties, but

they are latent and need a special education, a

special training so that they can express the

Light. It is certain that in ordinary life the brain is

the seat of the outer expression of the mental

consciousness; well, if this brain is not

developed, if it is crude, there are innumerable

things which cannot be expressed, because they

do not have the instrument required to express

themselves. It would be like a musical

instrument with most of its notes missing, and

that produces a rough approximation but not

something precise.

5

3. Unfolding mental potentialities
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7. Perfect Development of Reasoning to attain

Yoga

8. Control Impulses for achievement of Yogic

balance

It is a good thing to learn at an early age that to

lead an efficient life and obtain from one's body

the maximum it is able to give, reason must be

the master of the house. And it is not a question

of yoga or higher realization, it is something

which should be taught everywhere, in every

school, every family, every home: man was

made to be a mental being, and merely to be a

man - we are not speaking of anything else, we

are speaking only of being a man - life must be

dominated by reason and not by vital impulses.

This should be taught to all children from their

infancy .... The first thing which should be taught

to every human being as soon as he is able to

think, is that he should obey reason which is a

super-instinct of the species. Reason is the

master of the nature of mankind. One must obey

reason and absolutely refuse to be the slave of

instincts. And here I am not talking to you about

yoga, I am not talking about spiritual life, not at

ail; it has nothing to do with that, it is the basic

wisdom of human life, purely human life: every

human being who obeys anything other than

reason is a kind of brute lower than the animal.

That's all.And this should be taught everywhere;

it is the basic education which should be given to

children.

From the time you are quite young, the work of

your educators is to teach you to control your

impulses and obey only those which are in

conformity with the laws under which you live

or with the ideal you wish to follow or the

customs of the environment in which you are.

The value of his mental construction which will

10

5. Achievement of True Freedom through

Yoga Theory and Practice

6. Guard Against Despair as Ordained in

Yoga

It is almost impossible to pass from the mental

being-even the most perfect and most

remarkable - to the true spiritual life without

having realized this ideal of moral perfection for

a certain period of time, however brief it may be.

Many people try to take a short-cut and want to.

assert their inner freedom before having

overcome all the weaknesses of the outer nature;

they are in great danger of deluding themselves.

The true spiritual life, complete freedom, is

something much higher than the highest moral

realizations, but one must take care that this so-

called freedom is not an indulgence and a

contempt for all rules.

One must go higher, always higher, higher;

nothing less than what the highest of humanity

has achieved.

Despair is never a necessity for progress, it is

always a sign of weakness and tarmas; it often

indicates the presence of an adverse force, that is

to say, a force that is purposely acting against

sadhana.

In all circumstances of life one must always be

very careful to guard against despair. Besides,

this habit of being somber, morose, of

despairing, does not truly depend on events, but

on a lack of faith in the nature. One who has

faith, even if only in himself, can face all

difficulties, all circumstances, even the most

adverse, without discouragement or despair. He

fights like a man to the end. Natures that lack

faith also lack endurance and courage.

8
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invincible power and strength and the body will

be the expression of a perfect beauty and

harmony.

K.C.Pant feels that there are a few more things

which education must have inculcated in us -the

ability to live one's truth, the ability to adopt and

above all the humility to accept the result. The

ability to live one's truth is what is currently

known as walking the talk and talking the walk

i.e. one should know what he says, and only says

that he can do. If there is a huge gap between

thought and action, word and deed, style will

replace substance. This may seem attractive in

the short-run, but it can not be sustained.

Universities can play great role in imparted

value education. LP. Singh in a Document,

"Morality in Public Affairs" has rightly stressed

the role of universities in this direction. To quote

him: A university has the unique opportunity of

imparting its values and disciplines to the youth,

who are potentially the most creative part of a

society, and who are at the stage when the mind

is most capable of imbuing the right ideas and

principles. The number of boys and girls passing

out of our universities every year runs into

several lakhs, and it is from these that our

ministers and most of our legislators (compared

to legislature of many democratic countries the

Lok Sabha has a higher percentage of members

who are graduates or have higher degrees) are

drawn. It is from the annually enlarging pool of

educated youth that our civil services, learned

professions, and business and industries at the

higher levels, are manned. And what is of

immense importance, it is graduates of

12
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Essentials for Ethical Education :

1. Creating a congenial environment vital for

Yoga

govern your impulses depends a great deal on the

surroundings in which you live and the character

of the parents or people who educate you. But

whether it is good or bad, mediocre or excellent,

it is always the result of a mental control over the

impulses. Where your parents tell you, "You

should not do this ", or when they say, "You have

to do that", this is a beginning of education for

the mind's control over the impulses.

Swami Yatishwarananda says that attachment in

any form may be enough to muddle the brain and

bring about spiritual ruin in the mind of the

aspirant, but when attachment and anger

combine, the whole mind becomes chaotic, and

all progress is stopped. All struggle for the

higher life comes to an end when passion has its

sway over a person. That is why we should

carefully avoid any harmful stimulus even if it be

a very subtle one, and keep our mind engaged

with higher thoughts. We should not give any

opportunity for Lower propensities and

impulses to rise.

We should not give an opportunity for passion to

sway us. It is the nature of the mind to think, and

if we do not give good and pure thoughts to the

mind by avoiding ail old impure associations, it

is bound to think of bad and impure ones. So be

up and doing. Always be on your guard and

follow the path intelligently and assiduously.

When we reach perfection which is our goal, we

shall perceive that the truth we seek is made up

of four major aspects: Love, Knowledge, Power

and Beauty. These four attributes of the Truth

will express themselves spontaneously in our

being. The psychic will be the vehicle of true and

pure love, the mind will be the vehicle of

infallible knowledge, the vital will manifest an

11

9. Perfection of Goal
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(j) Leads to yoga with the transcendent/higher

self.

N i s h k a m - k a r m a w i l l b r i n g h o l i s t i c

transformation in the work and will culminate in

the following results:

(a) a stress free mind at work,

(b) a feeling for works as acts of consecration,

(c) a pure, transparent mind,

(d) an abiding instinct for ethical rectitude,

(e) an inner sanctuary of fullness, and

(f) an all embracing, other related mind.

The idea of Ethics is beautifully enunciated in

Rig Veda. To quote: Veda and Vedanta inspire

and encourage modern man to have common

aims, common mind, common purpose,

common thoughts, so that our hearts are united,

so that all may live happily together. R.V.

10.191-3-4. HRD should aim at inculcating

moral and spiritual values among students which

are the essence of life. Without them human

behaviour is rudderless and they can never

decide what is false, what is ugly, and what is

beautiful. Without such power, students may be

incapable to solve potential and emerging

problems. Hence real education of moral and

spiritual values is essential to make human

resource development a reality.

University faculty should be the embodiment of

ethical values since they're considered nation

builders through their students. They must

follow a code of ethics which may be designed

and followed by them. There should be total

transparency. University can be eye openers to

people in politics and administration. It is high

time that the higher education institutions should

3. Faculty should be embodiment of Ethical

Values for injectingYoga in students

universities who, in vast numbers, become

teachers in schools, where they can start the

process of molding the minds and character of

our adolescents. The universities have been and

can again become radiating centers not only of

knowledge, but also values. They can provide to

our talented scholars an environment in which

they can realize creative potentialities; they now

do so in most cases only when they go out to

work in foreign universities where they earn

great distinction. A high standard of creative

work can help our universities to regain their

soul.

Our universities can, over a period, make

decisive contribution to the enlightenment of the

public mind, and restoration of ethical standards.

I believe that if we succeed in taking care of

standards and values in our universities, the

moral problems of the rest of society will take

care of themselves. You members of two

universities community have great challenge

before you, and it is for you to respond to it.

S.K. Chakraborthy has suggested work ethics

where every body is motivated by the ethical and

moral values and works with the doctrine of

Nishkam-karma. The salient features of

Nishkamkarma have been identified as under:-

(a) Psychological energy conservation,

(b) Reactionless steady action

(c) Perfection (as the aim),

(d) Inner autonomy,

(e) Freedom (Swaadheen),

(f) Socio-Economically appropriate,

(g) Work Commitment,

(h) Work as Worship for excellence,

(i) Mind Enrichment, and

2. Nishkam Karma (Selfless Service) essential

forYoga
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corruption have been reported. In many nations,

a widespread sense of moral disarray exists,

neither industrial nor Third World countries are

exempt from this disarray. Everywhere,

instances are on the rise detailing the collapse of

standard and quality of service. This has

contributed to the public cynicism; but at the

same time, public is clamouring for a new set of

bases for public morality and decent moral

standards. Because, if we don't wish to be

swallowed by the sea of amorality and self-

centered hedonism, there will have to be some

agreement (or consensus) about the behaviour of

individuals, particularly those holding public

offices.

The vacuum created because of traditional and

'old-fashioned' values drawn from religious

sources and based on common sense being

discarded in favour of materialism and selfish

individualism, clearly points to the need for a

code of ethics. As a matter of fact, no specific

standards were left sacred against which the

conduct of public officials (as well as business

people) could be measured. And as clergy and

religious leaders were told to keep out of the

state affairs, the protective layer of public

morality was left exposed to the onslaught of

corruption, dishonesty, sleaziness, deception

and selfish individualism. That protective layer

in the body politic is needed back. For no nation

or a society, irrespective of its political and

religious orientation, can live in a moral

vacuum. There have to be some articles of faith

(drawn from the societal culture, traditions, and

religions) governing our lives, which must be

resurrected and strengthened. We already know

that one cannot legislate honesty and good

behaviour; these have to come from within. For

that, one has to look to our religions where such

set example of following ethical values in letter

and spirit. Higher education has to play this

extension role to make the country develop and

the benefits of development pass on to millions

of common man suffering from poverty, and ill

health, unemployment, illiteracy etc.

Prashant Bhushan feels that the prevailing

environment is full of corrupt practices at all

levels. "Corruption has steeped into every part of

this country's public life. From top to bottom,

Prime Minister to a peon, cutting across almost

every office or organisation of all Governments,

Central, State or local, the vast majority of public

officials in this country has become corrupt."

S.R. Maheshwari suggests immediate measures

to root out this growing menace of unethical

practices to save the nation. To quote him:

Low ethics, today, is no doubt a world-wide

phenomenon but its effects are most pernicious

in developing countries, like India, characterised

as these are by vulnerable economies. The

country's policy-makers must realise that its

economic and social costs are virtually

devastating: it demoralises the civil service and

adversely affects its performance. It must be

fought. Otherwise, the society will be forced to

resort to extraordinary measures, like violence,

to deal with the evil.

O.P. Dwivedi, an eminent scholar, suggests the

need of moral base for the Government to save

the country from further degradation. To quote

him:

No country is immune from the moral disarray

which we have seen recently. Even in the

People's Republic of China, which was hailed as

a paragon of public virtue and morality by some

cases of public service unethical activities and
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manager should be result-oriented, yet it appears

that almost exclusive emphasis is laid on results

and results alone. Many a management thinkers

believe that the solution to the problems of

managerial obsession with results and its

undesirable effects lies in our heritage, traditions

and ethos. It is relevant to mention here the

concept of "Karma yoga" and "Sthitha Pragnya"

as propounded in the Bhagwad Gita. It is well

known that 'Karmayoga' calls for action without

expecting the results and "Sthitha Pragnya"

denotes equanimity whether the results are

achieved or not A manager should aim at

professional commitment when it is action and

emotional detachment when it is the result.

"The document prepared by Deptt. of

Administrative Reforms and public grievances

has chalked out a Code of Ethics which need

implementation. The objective of Code is to

prescribe standards of integrity and conduct that

are to apply in the public services. The principles

stated below underlie and supplement the rules

and laws to regulate the public and private

conduct of various public services.

Holders of public office should

take decisions solely in terms of the public

interest. They should not do so in order to gain

Karmanye Vaadhikaraste maa phaleshu

kadachan;

M a a k a r m a p h a l a h e t u r n b h o o r m a t e

sangostwakarmini

(your right is to work only, but never to its fruits;

Let not the fruit of action be thy motive, nor let

thy attachment be to inaction).

Bhagavad Geeta

5. Need of Code of Ethics to develop Yogic

philosophy

Selflessness:

attributes are considered sacred. But, one does

not acquire such attributes by thinking alone;

these have to be drilled in the thinking process of

the officials. But that could be possible if their

moral consciousness is raised so that they are

able to fight against the forces of corruption,

favoritism, and malpractice. Otherwise, they

will continue to be adrift in the sea of amoralism,

of which the prevailing administrative culture

has come to symbolise. It is to prevent further

decay that they ought to think in terms of

drawing on their priceless spiritual and cultural

heritage. Thus, there is a need within the secular

domain of the administrative culture to seek the

spiritual guidance. Only by demonstrating high

standards of personal integrity, fairness, justice,

and by regarding their work as Dharma, public

officials may be able to arrest those insidious

forces which have penetrated the foundation as

well as the structure of India's administration.

Such is the requisite of a moral government.

Ethical values, in simple terms, are the values

that tell us what is the right, proper and

acceptable way of behaving. Ethical values are

indispensable for good governance. An efficient

and technologically sound administrative

machinery, unless

it stands on high ethical pedestal, does not serve

the public, but it services a self-perpetuating and

exploitative system.

Col. D.S. Cheema in his article "Ethics in

Management: The Indian Scene"18 in The

Tribune, dated 11.9.2000 stated that since a

manager is expected to get desired and specified

results from and through people, the focus of

attention of management and that of the

managers is on results. There is no doubt that the
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Organisation would be intensely imbued with a

sense of spiritual mission. Take the case of a

company producing, say, shoes. It would

experience itself not merely in the business of

manufacturing and selling shoes, but,

simultaneously, in the spiritual mission of

protecting and taking care of human feet. The

degree to which members of the organisation

feel themselves involved in a spiritual mission

will bring to them the deep psychic experience of

living a worthwhile, meaningful life and will be

reflected directly in their level of motivation and

cooperation. This is so because the deeper

biological layers of man, as Professor Abraham

Maslow has identified in his Theory of the

Hierarchy of Human Needs, are Self-

Actualization. Being Needs, i.e., the needs for

Truth, Goodness, Beauty, Justice, Perfection,

C o m p l e t e n e s s , U n i t y, U n i q u e n e s s ,

Meaningfulness, etc., and it is precisely these

propulsion that we have traditionally called the

spiritual thirst of man.

When we reach perfection which is our goal, we

shall perceive that the truth we seek is made up

of four major aspects : Love, Knowledge, Power

and Beauty. These four attributes of the Truth

will express themselves spontaneously in our

being. The psychic will be the vehicle of true and

pure love, the mind will be the vehicle of

infallible knowledge, and vital will manifest an

invincible power and strength and the body will

be the expression of a perfect beauty and

harmony.

Education to be complete must have the five

principal aspects corresponding to the five

principal activities of the human being; the

physical, the vital, the mental, the psychic and

Contents of Ethical Education
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financial or other material benefits for

themselves/their family, or their friends.

Holders of public office should not

place themselves under any financial or other

obligat ion to outside individuals or

organisations that might influence them in the

performance of their official duties.

In carrying out public business,

including making public appointments,

awarding contracts, or recommending

individuals for rewards and benefits, holders of

public office should make choice on merit.

Holders of public office are

accountable for their decisions and actions to the

public and must submit themselves to whatever

scrutiny is appropriate to their office. -

Holders of public office should be as

open as possible about all the decisions and

actions that they take. They should give reasons

for their decisions and restrict information only

when the wider public interest clearly demands.

Holders of public office have a duty to

declare any private interest relating to their

public duties and to take steps to resolve any

conflicts arising in a way that protects the public

interest.

Holders of public office should

promote and support these principles by

leadership and example. .

These principles apply to all aspects of public

life especially universiteis. The Committee has

set them out here for the benefits of al! who serve

the public in any way.

Jaideep Singh feels The Enlightened

Integrity:

Objective:

Accountability:

Openness:

Honesty:

Leadership:

6. Create Enlightened System based on

Ethical Values :
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and quicker, although less deeply enduring and

effective, that a rigorous and detailed education.

Besides, it eliminates all possibility of the

intervention, help and collaboration of the vital.

And yet this help is of the utmost importance if

one wants the individual's growth and action to

be complete.

One must gain a full knowledge of one's

character and then acquire control over one's

movements in order to achieve perfect mastery

and the transformation of ali the elements that

have to be transformed.

"The vital being in us is the seat of impulses and

desires, of enthusiasm and violence, of dynamic

energy and desperate depression, of passions

and revolt. It can set in motion everything, build

up and realize, it can also destroy and mar

everything. It seems to be, in the human being,

the most difficult part to train. It is a long labour

requiring great patience, and it demands a

perfect sincerity, for without sincerity one will

deceive oneself from the very first step, and ali

endeavor for progress will go in vain."

A true mental education,

which will prepare man for a higher life, has five

principal phases. Normally these phases follow

one after another, but in exceptional individuals

they may alternate or even proceed

simultaneously. These five phases, in brief, are:

1. Development of the power of concentration,

the capacity of attention.

2. Development of the capacities of

expansion, widening, complexity and

richness.

3. Organisation of one's ideas around a central

idea, a higher ideal or a supremely luminous

idea that will serve as a guide in life.

23

Mental Education:

the spiritual. Usually, these phases of education

follow chronologically the growth of the

individual; this, however, does not mean that one

of them should replace another, but that all must

continue, completing one another until the end

of his life.

(1) control and discipline of the

functioning of the body, (2) an integral,

methodical and harmonious development of all

the parts and movements of the body and (3)

correction of any defects and deformities.

"Lastly, we must, by means of a rational and

clear-seeing physical education, make our body

strong and supple so that it may become in the

material world a fit instrument for the truth-force

which wills to manifest through us."

"In this sound and balanced life a new harmony

will manifest in the body, reflecting the harmony

of the higher regions, which will give it the

perfect proportions and the ideal beauty of

form."

Of all education, vital education is perhaps the

most important, the most indispensable. Yet it is

rarely taken up and pursued with discernment

and method. There are several reasons for this:

first, the human mind is in a state of great

confusion about this particular subject secondly,

the undertaking is very difficult and to be

successful in it one must have endless endurance

and persistence and a will that no failure can

weaken.

Generally, all disciplines dealing with the vital

being, its purification and its control, proceed by

coercion, suppression, abstinence and

asceticism. This procedure is certainly easier

(a) Physical education has three principal

aspects :

(b) Vital Education :

21
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The destruction of impurities through austerities

brings about powers to the body and senses.

When austerities, self-imposed disciplines, are

practiced, great will is developed, and the

abilities of the physical body and senses are

extended beyond what is considered normal.

Love is the elixir of

life. It has been found to have power even to cure

physical and mental disorders. One who has

hatred in his mind not Only loses his mind, but

also undermines his health and life. On the other

hand, love, sympathy, and friendship not only

contribute towards building one's peace of mind,

but also create a balanced outlook. A man who

develops these qualities will acquire serenity,

joy and peace in spite of all external

circumstances.

Swami Vivekananda said "The whole world is

eager to receive pure love. We should distribute

it without expecting anything in return. Give it,

with no desire for a reciprocation."

AGuide Book on Living Values, a publication of

the Braham Kumaris is World Spiritual

University beautifully observes that in a better

world, the natural law is love, and in a better

person, the natural nature is loving. Love is the

principle which creates and sustains human

relations with dignity and depth. Spiritual love

takes one into silence, and that silence has the

power to unite, guide and free people. Love is the

bedrock for the belief in equality of spirit and

personhood. When love is combined with faith,

that creates a strong foundation for initiative and

action. Love is the catalyst for change,

development, and achievement. "Love knows

no defeat. Love is sure to win, if not today,

tomorrow, if not tomorrow, after centuries. Love

is sure to bring victory in its wake. What is

(e) Love and Affection :

26

4. Thought-control, rejection of undesirable

thoughts, to become able to think only what

one wants and when one wants.

5. Development of mental silence, perfect

calm and a more and more total receptivity

to inspirations coming from the higher

regions of the being.

"To complete this movement of inner discovery,

it is good not to neglect the mental development.

For the mental instrument can be equally a great

helper a great hindrance. In its natural state the

human mind is always limited in its vision,

narrow in its understanding, rigid in its

conceptions, and a certain effort is needed to

enlarge it, make it supple and deep."

Every human being carries hidden within him

the possibility of a greater consciousness which

goes beyond the bounds of his present life and

enables him to share in a higher and a vaster life.

Indeed, in all exceptional beings it is always this

consciousness that governs their lives and

organizes both the circumstances of their

existence and their individual reaction to these

circumstances. What the human mental

consciousness does not know and cannot do, this

consciousness knows and does. It is like a light

that shines at the centre of the being, radiating

through the thick coverings of the external

consciousness.

The path to that realization is long and difficult,

strewn with snares and problems to be solved,

which demand an unfailing determination. It is

like the explorer's trek through virgin forest in

quest of an unknown land, of some great

discovery. The psychic being is also a great

discovery which requires at least as much

fortitude and endurance as the discovery of new

continents.

24
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(d) Psychic and Spiritual
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Upanishads speak from every page. This is the

one great thing to remember; it has been the one

great lesson. That need be taught, strength it

says, strength, O man, be not weak. Are there no

human weaknesses ? - says man. There are, say

the Upanishads, but will more weakness heal

them; would you try to wash dirt with dirt? Will

sin cur sin, weakness cure weakness? Strength,

O man, strength, say the Upanisads; stands up

and be strong. - Vivekanand says :

"Strength, Strength is goodness; weakness is sin.

If there is one word that you find coming out life

a bomb from the Upanishads, bursting like a

bomb-shell upon masses of ignorance, it is the

world fearlessness. And the only religion that

ought to be taught is the religion of fearlessness.

It is fear that brings misery, fear that brings

death, fear that breeds evil. And what causes

fear ? Ignorance of our own nature" "this is a

great fact: strength is life; weakness is death.

Strength is felicity, life eternal, immortal;

weakness is constant strain and misery".

It is weakness, says the Vedanta, which is the

cause of all misery in this world, weakness is the

cause of suffering. We become miserable,

because we are weak. We lie, steal, kill and

commit other crimes, because we are weak. We

die because we are weak. Where there is nothing

to weaken us, there is no death nor sorrow. We

are miserable through delusion. Give up the

delusion and the whole thing vanishes". "All the

strength and succour you want is within

yourselves. Therefore, make your own

future The infinite future is before y u; and

you must always remember that each word,

thought, and deed lays up a store for you, and

that as the bad thoughts and works are ready to

spring upon you like tigers, so aiso there is the

inspiring hope that the good thoughts and good

important is whether you love your brothers. I

don't take note of what the newspapers say. Have

faith in the omnipotence of love. If you are

capable of unselfish love, you are all-powerful."

What instills a feeling of unity in us is truth. Love

is truth; hatred is untruth. Hatred divides us and

causes enmity between us. It separates men from

men. Hence it is faulty and false. Hatred is a

destructive force. Love is a unifying force. It

binds people together, mother, child, family,

cities, the whole world, the animals -get united.

The driving force behind harmony of life is love.

Materialism and

all its miseries cannot be conquered by

materialism. The whole of western world is

sitting on a volcano, which may burst tomorrow,

go to pieces tomorrow.... it is spiritual culture

and ethical culture alone that can change wrong

racial tendencies for better", warned Swami

Vivekanada in the late 19th century.

Gautama

Buddha says that what we are now is the result of

our thoughts. Thoughts shape and determine our

life. If our thoughts are good, happiness follows

us like a shadow. If our thoughts are wicked,

grief is sure to pursue us". Jesus Christ

"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he reap".

Karma is a psychological law and acts primarily

in the psychological ream, the physical

circumstances being merely the means whereby

the psychological purpose is fulfilled. What the

entity is today is the result of what it has been in

days and experiences ages and aeons past. For

life is continuous, and whether it is manifested in

materiality or in other realms of consciousness,

it is necessary for its unfoldment.

Strength, strength is what the

(f) Avoidance of Materialism:

(g) Encourage Positive Thoughts:

(h) Encourage Strength, Discourage

fearlessness :
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natural affection and attachment for the child as

well as the prospect of receiving some return for

her services in her old age, cannot be found

elsewhere; even so be who possesses natural

attachment for actions and the enjoyments that

are obtained through them, and faith in the

scriptures which prescribe them, duly performs

all actions enjoyed by the scriptures, with all

their attendant limbs, with sincere faith,

reverence and earnestness.

An action is noble because of the ideal which one

strives, in itself. An action is neither good nor

bad. It is the motive in the heart of man that

makes an act either good or bad. Once we are

careful to choose for ourselves the right type of

motive to inspire our activities, the achievement

is not only spectacular, but the entire effort

becomes rewarding in terms of the feeling of

peace and sense of fulfillment that floods the

bosom. When we work joyously to gain a great

ideal or goal. Our efficiency increases.

Swami Yatishwaranda says that the highest goal

can be shown only by a person who has attained

it or by one who has at least gone very near it.

Regarding the importance of right guidance in

spiritual life, the Upanisads declares:

Many do not hear about the Self. Many others,

though they hear of it, do not understand it.

Wonderful is he who speaks of it. Wonderful is

he who learns of it. Blessed is he who, taught by

a good teacher, is abie to realize it.

The truth of the Self cannot be fully understood

when taught by an inferior person, for there are

different opinions regarding it. Sublter than the

subtlest is this Self, beyond all logic. When

taught by a teacher who has realized himself as

one with Brahman, a person attains the goal and

becomes free from transmigration.

Conclusion:

deeds are ready with the power of a hundred

thousand angles to defend you always and for

ever'.

The object of the Gita is to

discover a golden mean between the two ideals

of action and of contemplation, preserving the

merits of both. Karma-yoga is that golden mean

in which the merits of both the ideals are happily

integrated, it advocates a life of activity with

detachment as the guiding spirit and one's

spiritual unfoldment as the goal of one's

activities. Thus it discards neither ideal but

integrating the spirit of renunciation of the one

and the activitism of the other, it purifies and

elevates man. This fusion of the two ideals in

Karma-yoga gives due regard to social welfare

on the one hand and on the other leads an

individual to the fulfillment of his spiritual

aspirations. Thus the Gita ignores neither the

society nor the individual. It does not advocate a

life of inaction but instead recommends a life of

intense action in which self is effaced in all its

aspects.

It is though action (without attachment) alone

that Janaka and other wise men reached

perfection. Having an eye to maintenance of the

world order too you should take to action.

Arjuna, as the unwise act with attachment, so

should the wise man, seeking maintenance of the

world order, act without attachment.

The devotion, zeal and earnestness with which a

mother nurses her child, On account of her

(i) Detachment:

deZ.kSo fg lafl)ekfLFkrk tudkn;%

yksdlaxzgesokfi lEi';u~ drqZegZflAA

lDrk % deZ.;fo}kalks ;Fkk dqoZfUr HkkjrA

dq;kZf}}kaLrFkklDÙkfpdh'kqyksdlaxzge~AA

3/20 BhagavadGita
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warm-hearted feeling for others automatically

puts the mind at ease. This helps remove

whatever fears or insecurities we may have and

gives us the strength to cope with any obstacles

we may encounter. IT is the ultimate source of

success in life.

Pursuing material and spiritual happiness and

the welfare of mankind can lead any orgnization

confidently into the future. The essence of all

this is "management from the heart" and it is

much closer to our way of life than anybody else.

A publication of the Brahama Kumari's world's

spiritual University "Living Values" beautifully

puts people speak of peace of mind. Happiness

of mind is a state of peace or bliss in which there

is no upheaval or violence. Peace within the self

creates faith in the intellect. The flute of

happiness plays softly and constantly in the

minds of those who have such faith. No matter

how adverse or challenging a situation may be,

there is fearlessness, for the power of faith gives

the guarantee of ultimate victory.As the intellect

becomes enlightened by spiritual wisdom, there

are less mood swings and doubts in the hearts.

An individual becomes better able to pay off

debts of pain and sorrow while maintaining a

healthy account of happiness. In a world where

all relationships have accounts of happiness and

sorrow, the greatest lesson to be learned about

being happy is : "Give happiness and take

happiness, don't give sorrow and take sorrow".

Happiness is prosperity which comes from self-

sovereignty. Self-sovereignty means being

master over the mind, intellect, personality

traits, and physical senses of the body, being

complete with ail powers and virtues; and

attaining a perfect balance between masculine

and feminine characteristics. There is that state

of perfection within each human soul. On the

Let a man devoted to spiritual life examine

carefully the ephemeral nature of heavenly

enjoyment. To know the Eternal, let him humbly

approach a guru established in Brahman and

well versed in the scriptures. To a disciple who

approaches reverently, who is tranquil and self-

controlled, the wise teacher gives that

knowledge, faithfully and without stint, by

which is known the truly existing, changeless

self.29 (Munduko Upanisad 1.2.12,13)

One

whose hands, feet, and the mind, Knowledge,

ascetic endeavor, and reputation are well trained,

controlled, and mastered : It is such a one who

obtains the fruition of his pilgrimage. Turned

away from possessing, owning, grabbing;

contented with whatever comes one's way;

Having ceased the indulgence of ego; it is such a

one who obtains the fruitions of his pilgrimage.

O lord of kings, One not given to anger, by nature

truthful, Firm in the undertakings of his vows,

seeking in compassion all beings like one's own

self, it is such a one who obtains the fruition of

his pilgrimage.

His holiness, The Dalai Lama has beautifully put

it as : I believe that life is meant to bring us

happiness. Negative actions always bring pain

and sorrow, but constructive actions bring us

pleasure and joy. The most important thing is

transforming our minds, in our daily lives

compassion is most effective. We all want to be

happy and one of the most important

foundations for happiness is mental peace. From

my own limited experience it have found that the

greatest inner tranquility comes from the

development of love and compassion. The more

we care for the happiness of other, the greater our

own sense of well-being. Cultivating a close,

The sage Pulastya explains to Bhishma:

— Mahabharata, Vana-parvan Ch.82, vv. 9-12
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Acomprehensive and most appropriate view

of life can be had by visualizing it as a

journey; and it’ll be spiritually conceivable to

understand it as an eternal voyage of the self. For

this continuous journey, which at times may be

tough & rough enough, we need a happy & clear-

thinking mind and a healthy & strong body. This

duo is served by our organs of action and the

senses of perception respectively.

We do a lot and find enough guidance, (which,

perhaps may not be very right always) regarding

our physical health from doctors, parents &

teachers. Improving mental capabilities also

remains our own and our well-wishers’ concern

from infancy to infirm old age. Along with, we

and our near-dears do look & wish for; and

mainly aim at our material prosperity. All this is

basically essential for our survival, no doubt;

but, keeping balance, calm, peace and serenity

imbibed in our personality forms the foundation

of our unabated happiness, which often doesn’t

get the deserving due concern.

Our First Father, the Self-Existent, in

collaboration with Mother Nature has bestowed

us the spiritual beings, this personality, wherein

senses are extrovert. This position of senses

helps us perform actions, enjoy experiences and

perceive the outer reality; and lead our normal

life easily. Our body and senses are the

Why Meditate?

instruments meant to assist our mind, which in

turn, makes us either happy or miserable, as per

its own likes or dislikes. Yes, these preferences

are not ours but of our mind, because we are not

the mind. It is only a faculty of our conscious

self, though most essential one; and to be

moulded by us.

The other equally basic faculty to connect our

mind with our body is Prana, the vibrating

vitality in us. Seers of yore, after focusing on &

realizing their inner self, have seen these two

complementary forces of our existence. Both are

virtually the twin properties of our inner self, the

Consciousness that we really are. Knowing this

much mentally isn’t sufficient in itself. We have

to experience that reality by our own inward

journey. Then only, these two faculties can be

felt closely inter-related and rejuvenated, thus,

assisting and energizing each other while

functioning in unison.

On the waves of our Prana, our mind, its twin

brother can meditate obviously most easily. This

dual connection can be visualized in

method of meditation also. Thus, revitalizing

each other; Mind & Prana both proceed on the

voyage for seeking the self to whom both of

them belong. Surely, it’s only our own search

that shall lead us to our ‘blissful eternal

conscious existence’, that

we internally are. A natural by-product of this

Patanjali’s

‘sat-chid-Ananda’,

Meditation of Patanjali : An Inward Journey to the Absolute

[Identifying steps to Meditation in Patanjali’s Yoga-Sootra-s]

Dr. Veda Vrata Aalok

— Upanishad

“The Extroverted senses have been carved as such by the Self-born Supreme One! Therefore, man

looks outwards and not inwards. Some rarely discerning intelligent man, whose inner eye is no

more covered, seeking to realize his true immortal nature perceives his inner self within!”
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Dhyan, Patanjali

3rd limbAsana:- Commence the Inner Journey

from body!

‘sthira-sukham-Asanam’,

guides us for disciplining our

Body, Breath, Brain &spirit. Thus, on one hand

he guides us for comprehensive and holistic

health; and on the other declares deeper

meditation ‘to stay in one’s own Self’as the main

aim. Let’s understand the last 6 limbs mainly

from meditational point of view.

The first burden to be left on the ground is our

own body-weight. That is the reason, we are

guided to sit comfortably & stably in a posture

that he defined as =

“a pleasant pose, stable & comfortable”. Lying

might seem to us as more comforting & luring,

but then, instead of continuing the journey, we

are prone to fall asleep, even before

commencing it. To achieve a proper pose, he

guides: “Such Asana is reached by a loosened

positioning effort, and proper & full focus on

of . Then, dualities of life

do not disturb the Yogi.” [Y.S. 2/46-48] For

Prana, the seer has used a word ‘ananta’ here,

which has mostly been misunderstood by

commentators.

Asana has to be chosen as per one’s own body

needs and conditions. The practice of Asana-s in

Hatha-Yoga is performed mainly for this

purpose, because it helps us sit in a meditative

pose for longer durations. Physical health is its

by-product, so to say. Seated in a Pleasant Pose,

body-burden is further reduced by keeping the

spine straight and slightly stretched up. This

way, each vertebra is resting in its perfect

position on the lower vertebrae.

Straight spine also ensures that the space in the

centre-holes of all vertebras is aligned. This

allows a free flow of Prana in its main stem

unending Prana God

experience is Holistically Healthy Life.

Some preparations are needed for every journey,

whether short or long. When we move on any

worldly voyage, we make long preparation and

big planning, lest anything is left out. Same way,

inward journey also needs a very careful

preparation, but with a difference. For the

external travel, we are supposed to collect and

pack up some materials that add to our bag &

baggage. But for the internal travel, on the

contrary, leaving everything behind, out and

away, we have to carry no luggage at all. Instead,

Now, we’ll try to identify the steps to Meditation

as seen by the seer who propounded

‘Yoga, with eight limbs’, the .

Out of the , the is

primarily meant to discipline our mind for an

appropriate behaviour with others, so that our

relationships are harmonious & healthier for our

personality. Following these 5 rules of Love,

Truth, Non-Stealth, Godly act of Continence and

Non-Possessiveness one becomes an asset for

the whole society.

The is meant to inculcate a

healthy attitude of mind for our own mental

health, unabated happiness, and fuller

personality. The 5 principles of Purity, Self-

Contentment, Austerity, Self-Study, Devotion &

Surrender to God energize our minds. These two

limbs together have also been seen by later seers

to help incorporate the quality of ,

the colour of non-attached and unconditioned

love in the practitioner, which is an important

ingredient ofYogic Meditation.

Having given the dos & don’ts for developing

‘True Love’ as a prerequisite for entering Yogic

lesser the burden we carry, the better.

Patanjali’s Metods of Meditation:

Patanjali,

aShTAnga-yoga

‘Vairaagya’

8 limbs 1st limb ‘Yama’

2nd limb, ‘Niyama’
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in and out of nose. To restore natural automation

of respiration, a few deep Inhales &Exhales may

help us feel the depth & propriety of our

breathing. The natural sound of out-going and

in-coming breath for focus now, as per many

Upanishads is .

For Pranic Meditation, Patanjali tells “Prana

may have an Outer, Inner, or Stable tendency. In

all these 3 situations, it may be gradually

prolonged and be made more subtle by

observing Prana’s location, time-duration and

volume etc.” “The 4th Pranayama happens when

yogi gets rid of these outer or inner tendencies of

breath.” Then, “After this 4th stage, the cover of

light of Yogi’s intellect gets decayed.” “Then,

yogi’s mind is capable of moving into Focus for

Yogic Meditation.” [Y.S. 2/50 to 53]

Various practices of Prana-Ayaama or

have been designed to

activate Prana of our breath to properly and fully

and all the systems

and our organs. Thereby, Prana reaches &

rejuvenates every cell fully and continuously.

During prolonged meditations, when respiration

becomes subtle and scanty, the inner Prana

nourished by these Pranic Practices remains

quite capable of sustaining the metabolic

activity of our body intact and unharmed.

It would be pertinent & useful to note here that

the 1st & 2nd limbs of 8-limbed

Yoga can be adhered to more easily through such

balancing Pranic Practices, which help in

opening and making both the swara-s of breath,

the equally

operative. Both the swara-s are internally and

inversely connected to and oxygenize the two

hemispheres of our brain; and when so

nourished fully, the mind gets better prepared to

proceed in meditation.

‘Ham-sa’

cleanse, balance nourish

Prana-

Kriya-s in Hatha-Yoga

Patanjali’s

Chandra & soorya naadee-s

housed in this hollow pipeline running across the

whole spine from bottom to sacral and up to the

cervix. Thus freed Prana gets conjoined with the

desired flow of mind to the places of its focus.

And, ‘full focus on unending Prana of God’

becomes obvious and natural.

To feel the body weightless, we should now

check & flex various body parts, our limbs and

joints. Yoga-Asana -s have gained popularity in

Yogic field for this reason that they do help in

achieving a supple physique, capable of making

us feel light and unburdened during long sittings.

Even after due practice of Asana, there may be

some residual undue and just unintended strain,

stress or stiffness in any part of our body. That

should be removed by flexing the specific part

and loosening the muscles. Soon we’ll start

feeling weightlessness in our body everywhere.

Now our mind riding on the vibes & waves of

Prana will work from within to relax us.

There may be innumerable variations of the

techniques for meditating. The difference in

them can be utilized to meet individual needs

and satisfy specific temperaments. The

practitioners should for themselves discern the

most suitable style. Here, following Patanjali,

we’ll adopt only those that suit our journey on

‘Prana’, the ‘Basic Vital Life Force’ carrying on

our existence as living organisms.

(of Expanding Self in Meditation)

For this the seer guides: “When this is achieved,

i.e., Asana is perfected, Pranayama (of a Yogi)

results as a halt of motion of incoming breath and

outgoing breath.” [Y.S. 2/49]. When body

becomes lighter with Pranayama-s of Hatha-

Yoga and we feel suppler and effortlessly seated;

then we have to start observing our breath’s flow

4th limb Prana-Ayama:- Breath to be the

medium
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Non-attainment of the desired level; 9 –

Instability.” There are some more: “1st Grief =

mental pain, 2nd Dejection = Despair; 3rd

Limbs’Shakiness = lack of physical control; and

4th Hard Breath. They accompany the obstacles

to distract Mind.” [Y.S. 1/30-31]

To counter these obstacles, needs to

practice focusing on some ‘single element’,

(may be any Reality, one can relate to.) If it’s not

found easy, the seer has other alternatives. He

knew that as we sit for meditation, our own

records of past actions & reactions in day-to-day

life or planning for future start playing. Out of

many ways to control these, his two

recommendations are universally applicable.

First, he says “Mind is Purified and becomes

blissfully clear by Attitudes of friendliness for

happy, compassion for grieving, gladness for

virtuous; and indifference for vicious subjects &

people around us.” Second is “by the Pranic

Practice of powered exhale-inhale; and holding

the breath in or out. This includes deep

Respiration & Retention.” [Y.S. 1/33-34]

Though it appears a simple breath-work, yet it

helps to clear the hidden mental blocks instantly;

and centers the mind again.

The 5th limb is termed by the seer as

‘Pratyahara’. In this, “the senses are not used for

their own objects; instead, they withdraw and

follow to the forms of the mind.” “Then results

the top state of Self-control, where yogi is not

dictated by senses.” [Y.S. 2/54-55] It surely

needs sufficient Pranic & mental awareness to

practice Meditation; and allow no thoughts to

distract our mind.

(through

Awareness of Prana & Mind)

For training mind to focus within and capacitate

it to contemplate on subtler objects,

saadhaka

6th limb DhaaraNaa :

Patanjali

‘Mental Focus’

5th limb Pratyaahaara: ‘Sense-withdrawal’:

Obstacles

Some instructions to move within on Pranic

Waves: -

1. Let us now start withdrawing our Mental &

Pranic control over the body. Our whole

body is stable & weightless. Every part,

limb, and organ is still; and we are

observing it.

2. We allow the Body & Breath to function as

per their natural auto-mechanism. We are

doing nothing except for simply being

aware of the Natural Automation

everywhere.

3. Now, the body is relaxing fully, gradually

reaching the state of total relaxation.

4. We are experiencing the absence of activity

but a presence of Prana’s energy vibes. [If

we have performed Asana-s & Pranayama-

s properly, sensations shall be pleasant, not

painful.]

5. Our respiration is happening automatically,

it is relaxed, quiet and calm.

6. Body, Breath & Brain are fully relaxed in

Non-action.

7. Now, let us allow the mind also to relax.

Let’s observe our thoughts gradually

fading away.

Dissolving the thoughts of mind is more easily

said than done. The seer knew it. So, even before

telling about 8-limbed Yoga, he pointed out

various distractions of mind and suggested

means to bring it back on track. “Nine

distractions of mind are the ofYoga: 1

– disease; 2 – Languor, Lack of Intention to act; 3

– Doubt; 4 – Inadvertence or Insincere

Casualness; 5 – Sloth or Laziness; 6 – Lack of

Detachment; 7 – Delusion or Confusion; 8 –
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Through 6th limb of inner Pranic focus, we have

realized that whole of this physical body, though

our own, yet it is not ‘I’. Moving deeper, we may

now observe our mind. What is going on there?

We find memories & pictures of some gross

objects. We may choose any of them for our

contemplation; and visualize the hidden reality

behind its gross aspects, still care need be taken

as to its nature. A gross object may awaken our

attachment or aversion for the same. So, it’s

better to go for something neutral.

What could be such a neutral object? The breath,

isn’t it? Though most primarily essential for our

survival, we are most detached to and un-

concerned for this; and have rarely obsessed it,

as it’s always freely and continuously available.

If we could contemplate on breath and realize its

constituents, effects and nature, we can take

further steps to improve its functioning for our

total health. This is what is very desirable while

practicing any Yogic work-out.

The seer defines this step as, “conjoining and

mixing the alternatives of words, their meanings

and cognitions of the particular object”,

contemplated upon [Y.S. 1/42]. All this is a

process of thinking with logics & reasons in our

mind. That is why it is still the first step towards

reaching meditation.

2. Contemplation on Absence of gross-

When we move further in contemplation,

gradually the gross object of our contemplation

fades away from the mind. The seer explains this

stage as, ‘having a mind with clear memory, void

of its own wavering form; and visualizing the

real meaning only’[Y.S. 1/43]. It also means that

Breath

awareness can thus become a single object of

focus fromAsana to Dhyana, the meditation.

nirvitarkAsamApatti

suggests next limb , which means

“Concentration to bind or focus the mind at a

single point or place (within oneself).” [Y.S. 3/1]

This helps mind to remove inner distractions.

The one-pointed mind has to be given a spot in

our own body only, so that our Prana helps us to

experience and visualize our inner physical

reality of ‘Natural Self-healing Power’.

In the previous 5th limb of sense-withdrawal

also, we do experience a calming & centering of

our mind. Here, we’ll empower it all the more.

And this is what happens in

meditation as well, where we are guided to

observe the vibes & sensations of our own body

all over. The outcome of such an awareness of

breath & sensations is now quite well-known, as

it has transformed even criminals. But as long as

we are moving from point to point, it isn’t a deep

meditation, or the of . For

that, we have not to change the focus; and so,

may choose our energy centers, the .

‘Contemplation’ (i.e.,

Meditation through Mind)

Mind is an ocean of thoughts; and seems to be

limitless. To sail through it & reach to its end

shore, where the conscious self shines in its pure

blissful form is really not a child’s play. But,

surely we do need the pure innocence in the mind

as that of an infant only, if we wish to experience

this inner reality. To achieve this, we need to

move step by step from gross to subtle, from

enjoyment to bliss; and from external identity of

our personality to internal self-identification.

For this suggests 4 steps of Dhyana,

and terms them as samApatti or meditation.

These are: -

Contemplation on Gross:-

DhaaraNaa

Vipassana

DhaaraNaa Patanjali

‘chakras’

7th limb Dhyaana:

Patanjali

savitarkA

samApatti

1.
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Prana and that of Universal Prana and its relation

with our Self. In meditation too, we

are supposed to understand the transient and

impersonal nature of Pranic sensations. The seer

Patanjali, at this stage, tells us to cognize the

reality; remain indifferent and feel ourselves as

separate; and also to move to the next stage of

thoughtlessness.

4. Contemplation on Absence of subtle -

On arriving at the final eternal truth of any idea,

the thinking mind becomes thoughtless. Here,

Mind fully calms down; and moves into silence.

We observe the silence spreading everywhere.

This stage of void is normally referred to as

. Osho has talked a lot

about it; and many scriptures also exalt this stage

in high esteem, as achieving it is a stupendous

task. Though all these 4 stages may be

considered to be as 4 steps of samadhi, but still

being experiential cognitions, for ,

they are in the field of knowable. Hence, he calls

them only [Y.S. 1/41

to 47].

How come the thoughtless stage is also in the

known field? Yes, it is. We know of this state

every day through the experience of sleep. But

what is the difference then? In sleep we remain

just unaware and unconscious. Here we are

neither unaware nor unconscious. Instead, we

are fully aware and conscious of the Knower

Self, who is experiencing this state. It is here that

Buddha & Patanjali depart on their similar paths.

Buddha doesn’t talk of the knower, whom

Patanjali considers the pivot of meditation.

Vipassana

nirvicArAsamApatti

‘shoonya-samaadhi’

Patanjali

‘samprajnaata samApatti’

‘samaadhi’8th limb : ‘Trance’ or ‘Formless

Void mind’

all doubts are cleared on the arguments in favor

or against the properties of that object. This

should happen with any object on which we

contemplate with a detached view, whether

related to us or not.

But, in case we start contemplating on breath,

not only the thought of its gross nature, its

texture, or its volume and effects within etc., but

also the breathing itself slowly fades out. Instead

of the air entering through respiration from nose

or skin, the very subtle waves of Prana, which is

the real meaning & property of breath, residing

and functioning throughout the body, remains to

be experienced more prominently; and then, to

be contemplated upon by the mind. This is the

state where balanced & pure, clear & conscious

mind contemplates on its twin partner Prana’s

life flow within.

3. Contemplation on Subtle -

Our mind may be nurturing some ideas &

thoughts coming from others or from our own

records of experiences and impressions, and

storehouse of intellectual perceptions. These

may still be distracting mind and stealing its

serenity. Let’s, therefore, select a neutral idea;

and better if that is related to our spirituality. We

should ponder over all its aspects; and reach to

its universal all-time truth. Here also we may be

conjoining & mixing words, meanings and their

interpretations, but we’ve to be totally truthful

and quite careful. In Pranic Meditation, this may

be ‘our connection with the ’.

The subject we choose for contemplation should

again be such that doesn’t bind us with strings of

attachment or repulsion. Just as we chose our

inner Pranic waves for our contemplation in the

2nd step, so we can focus here on the truth of our

savicArA

samApatti

Cosmic Prana
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Universal Consciousness with our individual

self, the pure bliss is the obviously emerging

experience. This is stated [in Y.S. 1/47] by the

seer: - “The boon of inner purity and happiness

comes itself from the Self on achieving

perfection in thoughtlessness.” This for us is

novel & unknown in normal life, but becomes

known here. It’s here that Patanjali’s meditation

is more spiritual than Vipassana, which talks of

negative .

2. Contemplation on Self-Identification –

Feeling the internal bliss is not the final stage in

meditation. being

the aim of his meditation, in this next level of

trance, the knower gets aware of his own

existence. It is like an eye being able to see it by

itself. Everything is silent & static. But we are

aware that only our consciousness ‘I’ is awake.

Only the shining light of Conscious Awareness

has been kindled and awakened within us. Any

thought of Body has been left far behind. We

may watch it from our inner depths or spiritual

heights. We are looking within our inner

existence. Here again, Vipassana has a negative

approach of instead of Self-

Realization.

As yet, we seem to be in the area of the

knowable. Hereafter begins the field of

Unknown, for which definition is:

[Y.S. 1/18]. ‘After

the practice of halting all the cognition, comes

the state of unknown, wherein remains only

some impression of the known’. By practicing

on the unknown, dawns on the

practitioner that bears only the right eternal

truth’: . (Y.S.

1/48). This is different from the wisdom gained

‘duhkha-bodha’

sAsmitAsamApatti and/or samAdhi

Patanjali’s

‘anaatma - bodha’

Patanjali’s

‘Viraama–pratyaya–abhyaasa–poorvah

samskaara–sheSho–anyah.’

‘Absolute Self’

Wise Intellect

‘Rtam –bharA tatra prajήA’

Patanjali defines Samadhi: “Dhyana leads to

Samadhi or Trance, when nothing but the object

of contemplation alone is experienced. Here the

practitioner, as if, becomes void of even his own

personal form.” [Y.S. 3/3] At the same time he

considers them to be either or

‘Known or Unknown’. This

seems somewhat technical and tricky.

His here seems related either to some

‘Known Fields’, or to the ‘Unknown Arena of

Universal Consciousness’as well. It follows that

when we are using our mind to visualize some

objects, gross or subtle, intuitively, then it is the

first level of trance, the ,

meditation on ‘Knowable Area’. Going beyond

that, is the second level of trance, the

, meditation on ‘The

Unknown’.

The 3rd and the 4th stages of 7th limb, somehow,

appear to be in the unknown field, but, for

, they are not, because there, only

silence has arrived just after realizing the truth of

either a gross or a subtle object. The two next

coming up advanced stages also seem to be in

hitherto unknown arena, yet they have been

called by the seer to be in known areas only.

However, they are surely higher levels of

Samadhi, because there the contemplation

relates to the inner self, not to any outer object or

subject.

Contemplation on Inner Bliss –

When our mind is free from both the gross

objects and subtle subjects and all cognition is

over, mind becomes quiet & serene; so as to give

us a glimpse of our own nature, the peaceful

bliss. In the absence of outer world, and inner

silence, as we start gaining the proximity of the

‘samprajnaata’

‘asamprajnaata’

samprajnaata

‘asamprajnaata’

Patanjali

sAnandA

samApatti or samAdhi

Trance

1.
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the seed of impressions gets dissolved or

destroyed.’ [Y.S. 1/51] In absence of

karmic seed, it’s here that the possibility of

rebirth melts away.

This is the

ultimate aim of meditation.

According to him this stage arrives “when

there is equal purity in Mind & the Person”.

[ Y. S . 3 / 5 5 ] . B r i e f l y d e f i n e d ,

“ is the re-merger of the

properties of mind in its source, and/or

person’s re-establishment again in his/her

own fundamental self.” [Y.S. 1/3 & 4/34]

Now, normal understanding of is said

to be a merger (by Advitins = Non-dualists), or

union (by Dvaitins=Dualists) with God.

Philosophically this seems somewhat different

from that. Here God is That One special Guru to

Whom ego is surrendered ego; and His personal

‘Sound-name’Omkara is meant to be utilized for

name-repetition and form-focus as the Universal

personality.

Patanjali, who considers all here

as affliction,

seems to be in line with

Vipassana. Compared to Vedas, wherein Prayers

mostly seek ‘healthy senses, pure mind,

pleasure, bliss and immortality’,

Patanjali

is special, who nowhere speaks of any of these

Aims. Of course, amrita may perhaps be the

inspiration for his conception of Absoluteness.

Just as for all scriptures, which declare the inner

self to have that immortality of Vedas,

Patanjali’sAbsolute also means Immortal Bliss.

4. Absoluteness = :

Absoluteness

Yogic goal

Concept-wise

[

]

(

)

kaivalyam

Patanjali’s

‘…duhkham eva sarvam

vivekinah’ Y.S. 2/15

‘indriyaaNi,

manas, Moda, Ananda, Amrita,’ etc.

from listening to or inferring from wise words.

[Y.S. 1/49].

“This is the , which also forms

an impression on mind, but is differently

discerning. It has the power to wash away all

earlier impressions of the practitioner”. [Y.S.

1/50]. This may be said to be the transformation-

point for the practitioner’s mind from ordinary to

that of a Yogi. As it is beyond our perception, we

can only quote the seer; and leave it for the

practitioners to visualize & realize.

As per the seer Patanjali, this unknown arena of

advancedYoga has four stages: -

This seems to be another name for or an

advanced stage of referred to

above. This is the ‘Discerning cognition in

a Person’s Mind’. The seer describes that

‘its arrival is possible by full removal of

inner filth and through the resultant purity

gained by performance of 8 limbs of Yoga,

which ignite the wisdom’ [Y.S. 2/26 to 28].

Here, it is said to have 7 stages, which

commentators try to conceptualize.

This

name is given by Patanjali to the highest

state in 7 stages of the above i.e.

. It is explained as:

‘Discerning Wisdom at all times and in all

ways’[Y.S. 4/29].

Going further, ‘when even this wisdom is

halted, then by annihilation of everything,

‘Right Intellect’

1. Discerning Wisdom = :

2. Samadhi with Dharma as the showering

cloud = :

3. Seedless Samadhi = :

Viveka –khyaati

prajήA

Dharma –megha –samadhi

‘prajήA’

‘Viveka–khyaati’

nirbeeja –samadhi
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calls “short and pregnant half-sentences (Sutras)

which did not elaborate the subject in detail, but

served only to hold before the reader the lost

threads of memory of elaborate disquisitions

with which he was already thoroughly

acquainted.”

A large number of thoughtful people are

genuinely interested in the subject of Yoga,

because a man who has begun to question life

and its deeper problems, wants something more

definite and vital for this spiritual needs rather

than an ‘eternal life’. Those who have lost faith

in the ideals of orthodox religions and yet feel

that their life is not a meaningless and passing

phenomenon of Nature, naturally turn to the

philosophy of Yoga for the solution of problems

connected with their ‘inner’life.

The philosophy of Yoga, deals with some of the

greatest mysteries of life and the Universe, and

so it is inevitably associated with an atmosphere

of profound mystery. There is a vast literature

dealing with all the aspects and types of Yoga.

But a beginner who attempts to dive into this

Yogic literature, is likely to feel repulsed by the

confusion and exaggerated statements which he

finds everywhere. Around the nucleus of

fundamental and genuine teachings of Yoga has

grown up, during the course of centuries, a

2

Every Science has its own principles and it

has its own discipline as well. Most of the

sciences deal with the external things where as

Rajayoga deals with the Self and realization of

Self. It deals with the most powerful inner thing

i.e Thought-power.

The Yogasutras of Patanjali which are known as

Patanjala-yoga and also Rajayoga, deal with the

thought-power. This Rajayoga is the theme of

entire Patanjali’s entire scripture i.e. Rajayoga

which deals with thought-power.

Ramachandraji Majaraja of Shahjahanpur-a

Mystic-Guide of the present century, states thus :

“Rajayoga is the old system or science followed

by the great Rsis and saints to help in realizing

Self or God. It was prevalent in India long before

the time of Ramayana.”

Unfortunately Shri Ramachandraji Majaraja did

not mention the name of that great Rsi who

introduced the Rajayoga.

Such Rajayoga which was in vogue and was

practiced by the great sages, was for the first

time codified in the sutra-form by Patanjali

which was, later on, known as Patanjala-Yoga. It

is certainly a practical science.

The Sutra literally means “thread”, and in the

present context refers to what S. N. Dasagupta

1

Rajayoga – The Supreme Science

— Chandramouli S. Naikar*

Journal of the Oriental Institute, Vol. 59, Nos. 3-4, March – June 2010 Issue, pp. 55-67.

* Karnatak University , P.G. Deptt. Of Studies in Sanskrit, Pavate Nagar, Dharwad-03.

1. Shree Ramachandraji, Efficacy of Rajayoga in the light of Sahaja marga. Ramachandra Mission, Shahajahanpur, (U.P.),

1965, P. 1.

2. Dasgupta, S. N. History of Indian Philosophy, The Syndics of the Cambridge University Press, London, 1952, Vol.-1,

p. 62.
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techniques which are referred to as antaranga or

internal. It is through these practices which

culminate in Samadhi that all the mysteries of

Yogic life are revealed and the powers, namely,

siddhis are gained.

The fourth section called Kaivalya-pada deals

with all those essential philosophic problems

which are involved in the study and practice of

Yoga. The nature of the mind and mental

perception of desire and its binding effect of

liberation and the results which follow it, are

dealt with though briefly but systematically to

enable a sadhaka to have an adequate

background of theoretical knowledge. All these

collectively lead a sadhaka to the attainment of

kaivalya.

Patanjali begins with a description of Yoga as

cittavrtti-nirodha. Citta is the mind, the

instrument that stands between man and the

world.As a gardener uses a spade for digging the

ground, so also man uses the mind for dealing

with the world.Acted upon by the will of the man

within, it transmits into action in the body and

thought-power is its positive characteristic. It

has, thus, two functions one receptive or

negative, the other active or positive. It transmits

from the world to the man within and also from

the man within to the outer world.

Vrtti means literally a whirlpool and nirodha

means restraint or control. Thus Yoga-practice

means control of the whirpools or restraint of

fluctuations in the mind.

The mind of an average man is far from being an

instrument within his control. It is impressed at

3

volume of literature composed of commentaries,

expositions of many minor systems of Yogic

culture and tantric practices.

In this basic literature of Yoga, the Yoga-Sutras

of Patanjali stand out as the most authoritative

and useful treatise. Patanjali has condensed the

essential philosophy and the technique of Yoga

in a systematic manner.

The first section, namely, the Samadhi-pada

deals with the general nature of Yoga and its

technique. It is meant really to answer the

question what is Yoga? Since Samadhi is the

essential technique of Yoga, naturally, it

occupies the most important position among the

various topics dealt with in this section.

The second section, namely, the Sadhana-pada

deals with the philosophy of klesa, and is meant

to provide and answer to the question – why

should anyone practice Yoga? Here a masterly

analysis of the conditions of human life and the

misery and also suffering which are inherent in

those conditions, is given. The five practices of

Yogic techniques namely yama, niyama, asana,

pranayama and pratyahara which are referred to

as bahiranga or external, are dealt with in this

section. These practices are of a preparatory

nature and are meant to make a sadhaka fit for

the practices of Samadhi i.e. to fit him

physically, mentally, emotionally and morally

for the practices ofYoga.

The third section, namely, Vibhuti-pada deals

with the remaining three practices namely

dhyana, dharana and Samadhi of Yogic

3.

Yoga is the restraint of fluctuations in the mind.

PatanjaliYoga-sutra : PYS 1.2 P.C. Karambelkar, Kaivalyadhama, Lonavala-Maharashtra, p. 5.
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useful means of action, not mere lumps of flesh.

To be a positive thinker, lover, wiler, master in

one’s own house, is to be oneself if one’s own

true state, all the rest is slavery or bondage,

willing or unwilling. To its master, the man, the

vrttis of citta are always the objects of

knowledge, because of his not being involved in

them says Patanjali in the sutras IV.18, 19 and

20.

These vrttis are ideas or items in the mind.

The final aim of Patanjali’s Yoga is relief from

the bondage and achievement of freedom. The

technical name for this great achievement is

kaivalya or emancipation.

According to Patanjali, the aspirant uses his will

in self-control. Thought-power governs things,

we know; so much so that every voluntary

movement of the body, follows a mental picture;

therefore, all works done by us, even with hands,

are done by though-power. But (it is the) will that

controls thought, concentrates it, expands it,

causes its flow-directs its three operations of

concentration, meditation and contemplation.

5

6

all times, even during sleep to some extent, with

the pictures of thousands of objects waiting for

his attention, through ears, skin, eyes, nose and

tongue and by telepathic impressions from

others. In addition to this, it is also in a state of

agitation on its own account, bubbling in several

places with disturbing visions, excited by

uncontrolled emotions or worrying thoughts.

Under such circumstances, let a sadhaka or a

man achieve the control of all this, say Patanjali.

The reward for it would be that he will regain in

his own state as a drasta.

That a man should be in his own state, has two

meanings, first that in his repose, he will be

utterly to himself, not troubled with the

whirlpools which however slight, are in the eyes

of the Yogi nothing but worry, and secondly, that

in his activity as a man, using the mind, he will

be a positive thinker, not merely a receptacle of

impressions from outside and of ideas which he

has collected in the course of time.

Ideas in the mind should be material for thought,

not merely ideas, just as the muscles are the

4

4. PYS. 1.3 Then there is abiding in the Seer’s own form. Ibid., p. 8.

5. (i) The fluctuations of the mind are always known due to the

changelessness of their master – Purusa. Ibid., p. 509.

(ii) There is no self luminosity of that (cittavrtti) because of the nature of the seen, Ibid., p. 5.

(iii) In one circumstance, there is no ascertainment of both (vrtti and Purusa) together,

Ibid., p. 513.

6. (i)

Only from the awareness of the distinction between sattva and Purusa arises supremacy over all states and forms

of existence (Omnipotence) and knowledge of everything (Omniscience) PatanjaliYogasutra, Ibid., p. 144.

(ii)

The knowledge born of discrimination is said to be liberating (inclusive of) all conditions and all times and non

successive, Ibid., p. 459.

(iii)

Then Verily, the mind is inclined towards discrimination and gravitation towards kaivalya, Ibid., p. 524.

(iv)

The return to the origin of the gunas emptied of their purpose for Purusa in kaivalyam, the stead-fastness in own

form and the power of higher awareness. Ibid., p. 543.

rnk nz"Vq% Lo:is voLFkkue~A
lnk Kkrkf'pÙko`fÙkLrr~ izHkks% iq#"k;kifj.kkeRokr~A

u rr~ LokHkkle~] ǹ';Rokr~A
,dle;s pksHk;kuko/kkj.ke~A

lÙoiq#"kkU;Fkk[;kfrek=L; loZhkkof/k"Bkr`Roa loZkkr`Roa pA

rkjda loZfo"k;a loZFkkfo"k;kØea psfr foosdta Kkue~A

rnk foosdfuEua dSoY;izkXHkkja fpÙke~A

iq#"kkFkZ'kwU;kuka xq.kkuka izfrizlo% dSoY;a Lo:iizfr"Bk ok fpfr'kfäfjfrA
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practiced all the time in daily life. Without this

Yoga of action, meditation would be useless, for

Yoga involves neither retirement nor retreat, but,

a change in attitude towards the world. It is in the

midst of life activities that our freedom must be

realized, for to desire to slip away into some

untroubled sphere would be mere escape, a

perpetuation of the dream of the best we have so

far learned to know, a denial of possibility of our

real freedom. A man must become the master of

himself, whatever other people and beings,

whose activities constitute the major portion of

his world, may do.

The object of the preliminary Yoga or Yoga of

action is to weaken what are called the five

klesas. A klesa is literally an affliction, just as

one would speak of a crooked spine or blindness

as an affliction. The five afflictions are : avidya,

asmita, raga, dvesa and abhinivesa, which may

be translated as ignorance, egoism, liking,

disliking and possessiveness.

‘Ignorance’ describes all those activities of the

mind which do not take into account the fact that

man is in himself eternal, pure and painless. The

man who does not accept his own true nature as

eternal, pure and painless, will judge and value

all objects improperly.

12

The perfection of these three is the aim of the

Patanjali-yoga exercises.

Before proceeding with the systematic

description of the practices of Yoga, which

begins in the second chapter (sadhana-pada),

Patanjali mentions two necessary things for

success in restraining the Vrttis or fluctuations of

thoughts, namelyAbhyasa and vairagya.

Abhyasa means constant practice in the effort to

secure steadiness of mind. Vairagya is that

condition of the feelings, in which they are not

coloured by outside things but are directed only

by our own best judgement. This detachment of

emotions may be ‘lower’ or ‘higher’ depending

upon its birth from dislike of external conditions,

or from a vision of the glorious joy of the pure

and free life. The higher purity of mind which

leads to the highest contemplation and therefore

to freedom, is the goal of thisYoga.

Patanjali’s systematic instruction for practical

training is given in two portions. The first part

called Kriya-yoga is translated as preliminary

Yoga because a person who has not first

practiced it, is not likely to succeed in the main

stream-the astanga or eight limbs of Yoga

practice, but it is much more than preliminary. It

is the Yoga of action, the Yoga which must be

7

8

9

10

11

7.

Abhyasa is the effort for being firmly established in that state (of cittavrtti-nirodha), Ibid., p. 26.

8. The consciousness of perfect mastery (of desires) in the case of one

who has ceased to crave for objects, seen or unseen, is vairagya. Ibid., p. 30.

9. That is the higher vairagya in which on account of the awareness of the Purusa, there is a

suggestion of the least desire for the gunas, Ibid., p. 33.

10. Austerity, Self study and devotion to Isvara, constitute preliminary Yoga, Ibid.,

p. 158.

11. Self restraint, fixed observances, posture, regulation

of breath, abstraction, concentration, contemplation, trance are the eight parts (of the self-discipline of Yoga) Ibid.,
p. 216.

12. is taking the non- eternal, impure, evil and non-Atman to

be eternal, pure, good andAtman respectively, Ibid., p. 171.

r=fLFkrkS ;yks·H;kl%A

æ"VkuqJfodfo"k;for`".kL; o'khdkjlaKk oSjkX;e~A

rRija iq#"k[;krsxqZ.koSr`";e~A

ri% Lokè;k;s'ojizf.k/kkukfu fØ;k;ksx%A

;efu;ekluizk.kk;keizR;kgkj/kkj.kkè;kulek/k;ks·"Vko³~xkfuA

vfuR;k'kqfpnq%[kkukRelq fuR;'kqfplq[kkRe[;kfrjfo|kA Avidya
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that bodily life has its phases-childhood, youth,

manhood and old age.

It is not presumed that in the preliminary stages,

the sadhaka will completely destroy the five

afflictions. Three kinds of practices are

prescribed for this purpose in the Yoga of action.

These are called Tapas, Svadhyaya and Isvara–

pranidhana.

Patanjali refers to the practice of Tapas. But to

know the meaning of Tapas we have to consult

the Bhagavadgita wherein Sri Krsna describes

the three kinds of Tapas and the meaning of it as :

“Reverential action towards the Gods, the

educated, the teachers and the wise, purity,

straightforwardness, continence and harmles-

sness are Tapas of the body; speech not causing

excitement, truthful, agreeable and beneficial,

practice of self-study is the Tapas of speech;

peaceful thinking, gentleness, quietness, self-

control and purity of mind are the Tapas of

mind.

16

17

‘Egoism’ is the tendency to think ‘I am this.’

Thinking oneself to be a certain object or mind or

the combination of these even in the form of an

excellent and useful personality, means

attachment to things. We are not a personality

but we possess one.

The error of self-personality or egoism leads to

the next two afflictions which are personal liking

and disliking. These two are those unreasoning

impulses which lead men to judge and value

things by their influence on the comforts,

pleasures and prides of the personality, not

according to their value for an immortal being.

The fifth affliction is ‘possessiveness’beginning

with clinging to the body. It indicates the lack of

that insight which causes a man to regard the

body as a mere instrument that he is willing to

use and wear out in the course of time.

In this affliction, we have not merely the fear of

death, but that of old age as well. For men forget

13

14

15

13. is the identity or blending together as it were of the power of consciousness

(Purusa) with the power of cognition (buddhi), Ibid., p. 173.

14. (i) That attraction which accompanies pleasure is raga, Ibid., p. 174.

(ii) That repulsion which accompanies pain is dvesa, Ibid., p. 174.

15. is the strong desire for life which dominates even learned or the

wise, Ibid., p. 175.

16. Austerity, self study and devotion to Isvara constitute preliminary Yoga, Ibid., p.

176.

17. Worship of the deities, Brahmins, preceptors and the wise, purity (both physical and

mental) uprightness, celibacy and non-violence are called the austerity of the body. Bhagavadgita, Ed. By : Swamy

Adidevanand. Shree Ramakrishnashrama, Mysore- 1985. XVII.14.

Speech giving no offence to others, pleasant and beneficial and constant study

of the Vedas are called penance of speech. Bhagavadgita, Ed. By: Swamy Adidevanand. Shree Ramakrishnashrama,

Mysore – 1985. XVII. 15.

Tranquility of mind, gentleness, silence, concentration on God and confining

oneself to pure thoughts-these are called mental penance. Bhagavadgita, Ed. By : Swamy Adidevanand. Shree

Ramakrishnashrama, Mysore- 1985. XVII.16.

n`Xn'kZu'kDR;ksjsdkRersokfLerkA

lq[kkuq'kk;h jkx%A

nq%[kkuq'kk;h jkx%A

Lojlokfgfonq"kks·fi rUouqcU/kks·fHkfuos'k%A

ri%Lok/;k;s'ojizf.k/kkukfu fØ;k;ksx%A

nsof{txq#izkKiwtua 'kkSpektZoe~A

vuq}sxdja okD;a lR;a fiz;fgra p r;~A

Lokè;k;kH;lua p pSo ok³~e;a ri mP;rsA

eu%izlkn% lkSE;Roa ekSuekRefofuxzg%A

Hkkola'kqf)fjR;srr~ riks ekuleqP;rsAA

Asmita
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6. Dharana – Concentration

7. Dhyana – Meditation

8. Samadhi – Contemplation Internal

The two ethical or moral ‘limbs’of Yoga contain

five rules each, which the sadhaka must practice

in his daily life. They make what we may call the

ten commandments. The first five are : Thou

shalt not (a) injure, (b) lie (c) Steal (d) be sensual

and (e) greedy.”

The other five are : Thou shalt be (a) clean (b)

content (c) self-controlled (d) studious, and (e)

devoted.”

When the ten virtues are firmly established in a

sadhaka’s character, definite effects will begin to

appear, such as absence of anger, effectiveness

of speech, arrival of unsought wealth, vigour of

body and mind, understanding of life’s event,

clarity of thought, steadiness of attention,

control of the senses, great happiness, perfection

of body and senses, intuition and realization of

one’s true self. these can come only after the

cessation of all antagonism to anybody or

anything in the world.

18

19

20

The second practice svadhyaya means the study

of books that readily concern yourself as an

immortal being, Psychology, philosophy and

ethics come here.

The third practice of Isvarapranidhana means

devotion to God-the Perfect Being, pervading all

things, the life of the world, the inner impulse of

which each one of us is a part. It is appreciation,

the opposite of depreciation. Isvarapranidhana is

in effect the full appreciation of every thing. It

makes for maximum attentiveness and thus

maximum living. This practice develops right

feeling towards everything.

After overcoming the five afflictions, a sadhaka

is ready for Patanjali’s regular course– the eight

limbs ofYoga. These eight limbs are divided into

three sets : two moral, three external and three

internal as listed below :

1. Yama - Five abstentions Ethical

2. Niyama - Five observances (moral)

3. Asana - Balanced posture

4. Pranayama - Control of breath External

5. Pratyahara - Withdrawal of senses

18. PYS. II. 30 Ibid.

Vows of self- restraint comprise abstention from violence, falsehood, theft, incontinence and accusitiveness.

19. PYS. II. 32 Ibid.

Purity, contentment, austerity, self-study and the self-surrender constitute observances.

20. PYS. II. 35-45 Idid. PP. 224-263

PYS. II.35-45 Ibid. Pp. 244-263.

On being firmly established in non-violence there is abandonment of hostility in (His) presence.

On being firmly established in truthfulness fruit (of action) rests on action (of the yogi) only.

On being firmly established in honesty, all kinds of gems present themselves (before the yogi).

On being firmly established in sexual continence, vigour (is) gained.

Non-possessiveness being confirmed, there arises knowledge of the “how” and “wherefore” of existence.

From physical purity (arises) disgussed one’s own body and disinclination to come in physical contact with others.

From mental purity (arises) purity of sattva, cheerfulness, one-pointedness, control of the senses and fitness for the

vision of the Self happiness from contentment.

Perfection of the sense organs and body after distruction of impurity by austerities.

From Self study (arises) union with the desired deity.

Accomplishment of Samadhi from devotion to God.

vfgalklR;kLrs;czãp;kZifjxzgk ;ek%A

'kkSplarks"kri%Lok/;k;s'oizf.k/kkukfu fu;ek%A

vfgalkizfr"Bk;ka rRlfUu/kkS oSjR;kx---lekf/kflf)jh'ojizf.k/kkukur~A
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A yogic, sadhaka must try to withdraw attention

willingly, so that in his meditation no sight or

sound will distract him. This is helped by an

absence of curiosity about anything external

during the time of meditation.

Then come the three internal steps called

dharana, dhyana and Samadhi. They are

concentration, meditation and contemplation.

Concentration is really voluntary attentiveness,

but this involves narrowing the field of view,

focusing the mind upon a chosen object.

Whenever concentration or meditation is to be

practiced, chosen object should always be before

the mind. It is not the object that is going to run

away, it is the mind that wanders. Let the object

be thought of as in natural position.

One need not be surprised or annoyed if other

thoughts divert the concentration. One should be

satisfied if he does not lose sight of his chosen

object, if it remains the central thing before his

attention. Emotions are to be kept under control

and distractions will disappear.

Meditation is a continuous flow or fountain of

thought with regard to the object of your

concentration. It involves the realization of that

object as perfectly as possible. One must not let

the string of thought go so far away on any line

24

25

Now we come to what some will regard as the

more practical steps, though to the

understanding of Yogi, nothing can be more

practical than the ten commandments. Of these,

the three external steps are asana, pranayama

and pratyahara. The first is the right posture, the

second is right breathing and the third is control

of senses. They mean the training of the outer

instrument or body so that it will offer no

impediment to the serious practices of

meditation which are to be taken up.

Firs, one should learn to sit quite still in a chosen

healthy position. The posture must be steady and

pleasant,” says Patanjali. He does not

recommend any particular posture. Posture is

achieved when it becomes effortless and the

mind easily forgets the body. It is chiefly a matter

of balance. Next, regulation of breath is

necessary. The general practical advice one can

give is that the breathing should be regular and a

little slow. There should be enough pause

between in-breathing and out-breathing. It

should also be calm as may be judged by its not

causing much disturbance in the outside air. The

sadhaka will soon find out what suits him.

Pratyahara is the holding back of the senses from

the objects of sense. So that they will create no

disturbance during meditation.

21

22

23

21.

Posture should be steady and comfortable, PSYII.46. Ibid., p. 266.

22.

This having been (accomplished) pranayama which is cessation of inspiration and expiration (follows), PSY II.49.

Ibid., p. 277.

23.

Pratyahara or obstruction is, as it were the imitation by the senses of the mind by withdrawing themselves from their

objects. PSYII.54. Ibid., pp. 310.

24. Concentration is the confining of the mind within a limited mental area (Object of

concentration), PSYIII.1. Ibid., pp. 315.

25. ninterrupted flow (of the mind) towards the object (chosen for meditation) is contemplation,

PSYIII.2. Ibid., pp. 315.

fLFkjlq[keklue~A

rfLeUlfr Üokliz'okl;ksxZfrfcPNsn% iz.kk;ke%A

Lofo"k;klaiz;ksxs fpÙkLo:ikuqdkj bosfæ;k.kka izR;kgkj%A

ns'kca/kf'pÙkL; /kkj.kkA

r= izR;;Sdrkurk /;kue~A
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hitherto latent possibilities. We must see what

comes, never try to predetermine it. Then

contemplation opens the door of the mind to

intuitive knowledge and many powers.

A sadhaka is always told to practice the

concentration, then to proceed to meditation.

The triple (dharana, dhyana and samadhi)

process is a mind-control called samyama.

Patanjali explains what are commonly called

psychic faculties/powers and how one may

obtain them by samyama. He mentions

knowledge of the past and future, memory of

past lives, reading of other minds, perception of

those who have reached power of perfection and

knowledge connected with higher hearing,

touch, sight, taste and smell” but he remarks

that, though these are the accomplishments of

the out-going mind, they are obstacles to the

higher Samadhi. Vacaspati comments on this

that sometimes the mind is captivated by these

psychic powers, just as a beggar may think of the

possession of a little wealth as abundant riches,

but the realYogi will avoid them all. How can the

Yogi, who has determined to remove all pains

including psychological or emotional, take

pleasure in such accomplishments, which are

opposed to his true state of being? Only by non-

attachment to all such things, the seeds of

bondage can be destroyed, and emancipation can

be attained.

27

28

29

30

that the central object is in any way lost. On the

contrary, every new idea that one brings

forward, must be fully thought of only with

reference to it and should make it clearer and

stronger than before. Thus for practices,

physical, emotional, mental, moral and spiritual,

think of its relation to others. One will have to

bring into agreement and union, all the

knowledge or information on the subject. In this

meditation, there is no anxiety but only calm

mental reviewing and thinking.

The same method applies to virtues such as truth,

kindness and courage. Many people have the

most imperfect ideas as to what these are.

Meditation is the opposite of going to sleep,

because we retain the vivid qualities of reality

which belong to the concentrated state. Yet it

should always be done with perfect calmness

and no tension or excitement. It widens, includes

and integrates without loss of the quality gained

by concentration or specific attentiveness.

Contemplation is another kind of concentration

and it is a poise of the mind at the top of our line

of thought. When in a meditation we have

reached the highest thought, we can be around

the chosen object. We should hold what we have

attained and poise calmly on it.

We will find that by contemplation, we have

created a platform. We have been making a new

effort and so have developed or discovered some

26

26. The same (contemplation) when there is consciousness only of the object of

meditation and not of itself (the mind) is Samadhi, PSYIII.3. Ibid., pp. 316.

27. The three taken together constitute samyama, PSYIII.4. Ibid., pp. 316.

28. Hence are produced intuitive hearing, touch, sight, taste and smell, PSY

III.36. Ibid., pp. 409.

29. They are obstacles in the way of Samadhi and powers when the mind is outward-

turned, PSYIII.37. Ibid., pp. 413.

30. By non-attachment even to that, on the very seed of bondage being destroyed, follows

kaivalya, PYS III.50.Ibid., pp.447.

rnsokFkZek=fuHkkZla Lo:i'kwU;feo lekf/k%A

=;esd= la;e%A

rr% izkfrHkJko.kosnukn'kkZLoknokrkZ tk;UrsA

rs lek/kkoqilxkZO;qRFkkus fl);%A

rs lek/kkoqilxkZO;qRFkkus fl);%A
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mental derangement. Sometimes such

perturbances take place in meditation, and there

is disturbance due to these impurities. It is one of

the main reasons for failure in meditation.

Meditation should not be practiced in a hurry. It

should happen (on its own). Every stage of

Rajayoga makes way for the next higher stage.

Therefore, all these parts are interdependent.

The boundaries cannot be previously known,

they can be known through experience. It is one

completed path, leading the aspirant or sadhaka

upwards. The eight-fold division is made to

make the aspirant alert. Yama and Niyama are

universal in nature because they are applicable

every where.

One has to practice all the stages as slowly as

possible so that there would be no reaction due to

suppression. The preliminary part of Rajayoga

must be practiced in the presence of a guru with

whom the sadhaka must live for some time.

The Yoga-darshana given to us by Patanjali, is

gained by Patanjali form Hiranyagarbha. Mahat

or intellect is known as Hiranyagarbha. When

we accept that this Yoga or Rajayoga to have

started from Hiranyagarbha, it means that it has

started form intellect or thought – power and it

ends in citsakti.

Patanjali, who composed theYogasutra was very

logical and economical in words. He avoided

repetition. His sentence-structure contains a

wealth of information and significance, some

obvious, but some hidden.

True contemplation poised on higher matters,

leads to the complete dispersal of the afflictions

and on to great clarity and insight, culminating in

the cessation of the junction of the seer and the

sight, the absence of all pains and the uncovering

of the inner light.

This Rajayoga of Patanjali is divided into eight

limbs and these eight limbs are interdependent

and are of similar value. The first five form the

external aspects or Bahiranga-Yoga and the

remaining three form the internal aspect or

Antaranga-Yoga.

It is interesting to note that the entire range of

Yoga is divided into two-bahiranga and

antaranga. Bahiranga means the Yoga which is

to be practiced with the objects in relation to the

body, in relation to society, in relation to many

other things outside oneself. Asana, Pranayama,

Yama, Niyama and Pratyahara form the

Bahiranga-Yoga. Dharana, dhyana and Samadhi

form the esoteric Yoga because in these

practices, one can switch oneself off from the

objective to the subjective method of

contemplation.

These two-the external and the internal- are

interdependent. It may be possible for a few

people who are born with great samskaras to be

able to practice meditation directly without

going through the initial stages of yama and

niyama, because in a life, lacking in restraint and

discipline, there is the possibility of an

unconscious perturbance which might create
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Vedas

Puranas

Old English References

From the vedic period, the devotion to the sun as

the master of this world is customary in many

world cultures. Surya Namaskaras are originally

the depiction of the dame faith towards the sun.

In Rigveda and Yajurveda, special rhymes are

devoted to the praise of sun as following :

Sun, who gives pleasent light like a friend, Arise

to-day and arise in this highest world, the

everlife sky and cure my heart disease and

jaundice.

Aditya hridayam is another ancient practice

which involves Surya Namaskar. It is a

procedure of saluting the Sun, taught to Sri

Rama by Sage Agastya, before his fight with

Ravana. It is described in the "Yuddha Khanda

can to -107" of Ramayana.

Early english publications record some of the

ancient ways of sun salutation. In "A catalogue

raisonnce of oriental manuscripts (year 1860

Introduction

HistoricalAspect

Surya Namaskara or Sun Salutation (Salute to

the Sun) is a common sequence of Hatha Yaoga

Asanas. Its origins lie in a worship of Surya, the

Hindu solar diety. This sequence of movements

and poses can be practised on varying levels of

awareness, in corporates, asana, pranayama,

mantra and chakra meditation.

The physical base of the practice links to gether

twelve asanas in a dynamically performed

series. These asanas are ordered so that they

alternately stretch the spine backwards and

forwards. When performed in the usual way,

each asana is moved into with alternate,

inhalation and exhalation.

A full round of Surya Namaskara is considered

to be two sets of the twelve poses with a change

in the second set to moving the opposite leg first

through the series.

Surya Namaskara is a golden treasury of the

ancient indian culture. It has sprung from the

man's deep faith in sun, the god of energy.

Surya Namaskar-An Ancient Scientific Philosophy

*Dr. Anita Sharma

**Dr. Vinod Kumar Gotecha

*Assistant Professor, P.G. Department ofAgad Tantra, NIA, Jaipur

**Associate Professor P.G. Department ofAgad Tantra, NIA, Jaipur

ABSTRACT

Surya Namaskara is a series of twelve physical postures. These alternating backward and forward

bending postures flex and stretch the spinal column through their minimum range giving a profound

stretch to the whole body. It is considered as the best exercise for human body. Suryanamaskara consists of

important Yogasanas and Pranayam. The pranayama and thus its advantages are skillfully incorporated

in Suryanamaskara. The mantras, Beja Mantras, which are chanted before practicing are also very useful.

The all twelve stages of Surya Namaskara and its every hymn has specific benefits and scientific value.

Keywords: Surya Namaskara, Mantras, Chakra, Inhale, Exhale,Asana
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ovaries. The power of digestion increases

and female disorders such as prolapse and

menstrual irregularities are relieved. A

healthy flow of blood is sent to the spinal

nerves as they are stretched and toned. The

hamstring muscle at the back of thigh and

calf muscles are stretched and toned.

Inversion increase blood flow to the brain.

On your next

inhalation, extend the left leg back and drop

the knee to the ground. The right knee is bent

and kept between the hands and the right foot

placed flat on the ground. List the spine and

open the chest concentral at the eyebrow

centre.

This stage tone up the muscles of

the legs and arms. The liver and spleen alie

also stimulated by pressure of the respective

thighs during these stages.

On the exhalation bring the

right leg back to join with the left leg.

Simultaneously raise the buttocks and lower

the head between the arms, so that the body

forms a triangle with the floor. Try to place

the heels flat on the ground. Focus awareness

at the neck area.

This posture strengthens the

nerves and muscles in the arms and legs,

stretches the calf muscles and make spine

straight. It relieves varicose vein and tones

spinal nerves.

Exhaling gently

drop both knee to the ground and slowly

slide the body down at an angle as you bring

the chest and chin to the ground.

This stage stimulates the thyroid

gland by pressure and tones up the

Abdominal muscles.

On the inhaltion, lower the

hips while pushing the chest forward and

upward with the hands, untill the spine is

4. Ashwa Sanchal anasana:

Benefits :

5. Parvatasana:

Benefits:

6 Sashtanga Namaskara:

Benefits :

7. Bhujangasana :

page 246) Rev. William cooke Taylor, noted that

a short book with 71 leaves with "Tricha Calpa

Vidhi" from "Aditya Puranam" was preserved.

He describe the vidhi as "Modes of rendering

homage to sun, with praise and spells. The object

being health or delivery from disease. In page

148 of the same book he describes a shorter

version called "Laghu Tricha Kalpa Vidhi".

Surya Namaskara, like most yogasan as must be

performed only on an empty stomach. It is

generally practiced in the morning before

breakfast or in evening. It is generally started

with fewer (3 to 6) Namaskar per day and then

gradully increased to 12. This can be well

practised by men or women between the age of

12 to 80 on any clean place of 1 meter x 3 meter

only. There are twelve postures.

Stand erect with feet

together, join the palms together in front of

the clean. Concentrate on standing straight,

steady and in prayerful attitude. Exhale fully.

This posture helps to induce a state

of introversion, relaxation and calmness.

Inhaling stretch both

arms above the head, palms facing upward.

Arch the back and stretch the whole body

This stage stretches the arms, chest

and abdomen so that the musches are toned

up and deep breathing in greatly helped.

exhaling, bend the body

forward and down, keeping the spine

straight. Avoid collapsing the chest or over

rounding the upper back keep the legs stright

and perpendicular to the ground. The knees

may be allowed to bend a little if needed.

This posture massages the

abdominal organs, especially the livr,

kidney, pancreas, adrenals, uterus and

Procedure or Technique of Surya

Namaskar

1. Pranamasana:

Benefits:

2. Hastauttanasana:

Benefits:

3. Padahastasana:

Benefits:
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10. Padahastasana :

Benefits :

11. Hastavttanasanas :

Benefits :

12. Pranamasana :

Benefits :

The Mantra's & Chakra's related to Surya

Namaskara.

Exhaling bring the left

foot forwards. Join both legs and resume

posture 3.

Same as posture 3.

Inhale, raise the

trunk up and bend backward, resuming

posture - 2.

Same as posture - 2

Straightes the body and

bring the hands in front of chest. Resume

posture 1.

Same as posture - 1

There are certain chakras corresponding to each

Asana. Attention is being brought to them when

performing Suryanamaskara. It is recommended

to synchronize posture, breath, mantras and

bring attention to certain chakras when

performing Suryanamaskar.

fully arched and the head in facing up. The

knee and lower abdomen remain above the

floor. Focus the awareness at the base of

spine and fees the tension from the forward

pull.

This stage gives dynamic

expansion to the organs of the chest and

abdomen relieving many ailments such as

asthma, constipation, indigestion, kidney

and liver problems. It is very helpful in

relieving tension in the back muscle and

spinal nerves.

Exhale and get back to

posture 5.

Same as posture 5.

Inhale and swing

the right leg forward between the hands.

The left leg remains back as posture 4.

Same as posture 4.

Benefits :

8. Parvatasana :

Benefits :

9. Ashwa Sanchalanasana :

Benefits :

S.No. Seed Mantra Chakra Asana

1. Anahata Pranamasana

2. Vishuddhi Hasta Uttanasana

3. Swadhisthana Hasta Paadasana

4. AjnaAekpadaad Prasarnaasana

5. Vishudhi Dandasana

6. Manipura Ashtanga Namaskara

7. Swadhisthana Bhujangasana

8. VishudhiAdho Mukha Svanasana

9. Ajna Ashwa Sanchalanasana

10. Swadhisthana Uttanasana

11. Vishudhi Hasta Uttanasana

12. Anahata Pranamasana

àka fe=k; ue~% A

àha Lok; ue~% A

àwa lw;kZ;~ ue~% A

àSa Hkkuo% ue~% A

àkSa [kxk;~ ue~% A

â% iw".ks ue~% A

âka âha fgj.;xHkkZ; ue~% A

âha âwa ejhp;s ue~% A

àwa âSa vkfnR;k; ue~% A

âSa âkSa lfo=s ue~% A

âkSa â% vdkZ;~ ue~% A

â% âka HkkLdjk; ue~% A
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• "Rhyemm" exerts a special effect on the

urinary bladder.

• Rhaumm affects the colon, rectum and

anus.

• "Rhahaa" affects the throat, chest and

digestive tract.

As we can conclude from the above discussion

that suryanamaskara is good aerobic exercise

which is benefical for us at physical, mental and

spiritual levels. The all twelve stages of

suryanamaskara has different type of benefical

effects on our respirasory, circulatory, musculo

skeltal, nervous and endocrinal systems. The

mantra and bijmantra has also positive effects on

our systems. Suryanamaskara is an indigenous

exercise which has scienfific attitude also.

• Panta Pratinidhi Balasaheb, Suryanam-

askaraAundha, Dist. Satara, India - 1938.

• Rele R.S., Patanjala Yogadarshana, Manik

Chowk, Deorukh, Ratanagiri, India - 1976.

• Yoga, Vivekananda Kendra Publication,

Madras, India - 1977.

• Joshi K.S., yoga in daily life, Orient Paper

Books, New Delhi - I

• Goraksha Samhita, Shri Gajanan Book

Depot, Pune, India - 1980.

• Gheranda Samhita, Shri Gajanan Book, Dr.

Depot, Pune, India - 1980.

• Javal Geller R. Ravi, The yoga science for

everyone, Chaukhamba Sanskrit Sansthan,

Varanasi - Ed. 2, 2005

• www.health-and-yoga.com

• www. wikipedia.org

• www.medindia.net

¼âSa½

¼âa½

¼â%½

Conclusion

References :

ScientificAspect of Sura Namaskara :

Surya Namaskara has a deep effect in

detoxifying the organ through copius

oxygenation and has a deeper relaxing effect.

Suryanamaskar energ izes the ent i re

neuroglandular and neuromusular system of the

body and its regular practice ensures a balanced

supply of oxygented blood. In morning sunlight

we feel fresh and become healthy due to ultra

violet rays, actinic rays and other beneficial

properties of the sun light. Production of vitamin

D in our body is the most important effect

amongst them. It also act as detoxifying agent,

by getting rid of enormous quantity of

carbondioxide and other toxic gases. Every

suryanamaskara is to be started after uttering

certain definite hymn like omm rhamm etc.

lowdly. These specific words have got certain

scientific background and cause definite

effective vibrations in the body through our

vocal cords. The prolonged pronunciation of

Omkara, the basic word 'ha' and the lettre or

sound 'R' which is included in every

suryanamaskara rhyme, stimulate the nerve

centre in the brain which controls the respiratory,

circulatory, digestion and tone up these system.

These pronunciations definitely improve our

physical and mental health.

• The proper scientific utterence of the word

Omm stimulates the lungs, heart and

digestive system.

• The proper utterence of "Rhamm"

stimulates brain, heart, larynx, trachea,

lungs, upper ribs and the digestive system.

• The proper utterence of "Rheemm"

stimulates the palate, larynx, heart,

respiratory and digestive system.

¼Å¡½

¼âka½

¼âha½
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Physical Performance in Different Intensities of

Exercise and Lactate Threshold after Yogic Practices among

Young Sedentary Students

*U.S. Ray, O.S. Tomer and S.S.Purkayastha

ABSTRACT

The study was undertaken to observe the effect of yoga training on physical performance. 44 male trainees

(20-25 years ) were randomly divided into two groups i.e. Yoga (n=23) and Control (n=21) at the

beginning. The Yoga group performed yogic exercises for the first five months of the course while Control

group did not. From the sixth to tenth month both the groups practised yogic practices. 3 subjects from

control group dropped out later. Body weight, skinfold thickness Heart rate (HR), minute ventilation (V.E),

and oxygen consumption ( V· O ) were measured at base line (Phase I), at the end of 5th month (Phase II)

and at the end of 10th month (Phase III) of the study. Various cardiorespiratory parameters were recorded

at rest, during graded exercise at 60, 80, 100 watt workload and up to the time the HR reached 185 bpm for

maximum intensity of exercise ( V· O max). Blood lactic acid was measured in Phase II and III at rest,

during each exercise workload and at the 2nd and 5th minute of recovery. Their V.E and V· O could be

monitored only at the Ist and IInd phase while HR was taken in all the phases. There was no change in

exercise HR in the phase II as compared to Phase I but in Phase III it reduced significantly (P<0.001) in

both the groups. V· O in maximal exercise in both the groups showed no marked alterations at phase II

compared to phase I. V· O reduced significantly in various submaximal work loads up to 100 watt as

compared to that of corresponding work loads in the phase I. The Control group did not show this. The

study also showed a significant shift of lactate threshold during exercise to a higher work load only after

practicing yoga as in yoga group (P<0.001, total 10 months of yoga practice). It has also happened in

control group (P<0.05, after their yoga practice for 5 months) during the last phase of training. Study

indicates greater shift of lactate threshold to a higher work load by yogic practices. It may be the reason

for improvement in physical performance at sub maximal level of exercise while the oxygen consumption

in maximal exercise did not alter. Yoga practices helped to improve physical performance in moderate

intensities of exercise possibly due to shift in lactate threshold.

oxygen consumption, physical performance, lactate threshold, submaximal work load
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2

2

2

2

Keywords:

*Defence Institute of Physiology and allied Sciences, Delhi-110054, India.

performance at a constant moderate exercise

(70% of max) after yogic practice on

younger age group of subjects. We have

observed that yogic practices help to improve

max during one week recuperative phase

after strenuous work at high altitude (9). The

effect of yogic practices on max and lactate

threshold has not been systematically studied

and the literature in this regard is still scanty. Our

V· O

V· O

V· O

2

2

2

INTRODUCTION

Improvement in function of neuromuscular

system after yogic practices have been reported

by various workers (1,2-9). Most studies have

reported improvement in performance at

submaximal level has been reported to have

improved (2, 7, 10). It was shown that there was

no improvement in the maximal level (2). We

reported (7) an improvement in physical
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study. The physical characteristics of the

subjects are given in Table 1. They were

divided randomly into two groups. One group

(23 Nos) performed yogic exercises for first five

months of the course. The other group (21 Nos.)

was treated as Control and they did not perform

yogic exercises during this period. From the 6th

to 10th month both groups practiced yogic

exercises. Here after the studies at base line, 5th

month and 10th month will be revered to as

Phase I, Phase II and Phase III respectively. 3

subjects from the control group dropped out

from exercise tests. So data of 18 subjects from

control group are presented here. There was a

competition among the subjects to perform

better academically in the examination at the end

of the course. This was due to the merit based

incentive in terms of increments in pay, postings

etc. The Control group had to be imparted the

yoga training at the last 5 months of the course.

The reason for this was the fact that the subjects

earlier study on soldiers had shown a significant

improvement in aerobic capacity and perceived

exertion among individuals practicing yoga

along with games as compared to the group

following conventional physical training

program with games (5). Other investigators

have found improved lactate threshold after

yogic practices among seasoned athletes (6).

The present study is important considering the

potential of yoga in a physical training program

for people who do not prefer high intensity

exercise. The aim was to observe the changes in

cardiorespiratory parameters and blood lactate

during graded exercise at various time intervals

of yogic training.

44 Fellowship Course male students

who were under going an advanced course of

engineering after their recruitment as scientist in

different laboratories related to defence research

were taken for this study were taken for this

Materials and Methods

Subjects :

Yoga Vijnana
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TABLE -1: Physical characteristics of the subjects.

Control (n=21) Yoga (n=23)

Phase Phase

I II III I II III

Body Weight 54.6 54.9 54.6 55.3 55.9 +55.1

±1.63 ±1.57 ± 1.63 ±1.85 ±1.79 ±1.85

LBW (kg) 47.1 47.1 47.1 47.3 47.8 47.3

±1.07 ±1.17 ±1.13 ±1.10 ±1.10 ±1.30

Fat (percent) 13.3 13.9 13.4 13.9 13.8 13.7

±1.08 ±1.19 ±0.95 ±1.28 ±1.20 ±1.25

Age (yrs) 22.0 23.6

± 1.07 ± 0.51

Height (cms) 168.3 169.3

± 1.49 ± 1.21

LBW- Lean body weight

Values are means ± SEM + P<0.05 Phase II Vs Phase III
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of the laboratory was 26 - 28°C during the

period of experiment .

The subjects were given

training in selected yogic exercises of (Hatha

Yoga) for one hour every alternate day (3 days a

week). The names of yogic asanas performed

were: Ardha-Shalabhasana, Shalabhasana,

Naukasana, Dhanurasana, Magarasana,

Ardhahalasana, Halasana, Viparita-karani

Pavanamuktasana, Paschimottanasana,

Samatasana and Hastapadasana. Yogamudra,

Brahmamudra , Kapa lbha t i , Ja lane t i ,

Pranayama. Meditation was also practiced. They

practiced Jalaneti in much later stage of the

training programme. As a technique of

relaxation they were advised to observe natural

breathing movement and to have total body

surface awareness by a feel of movement of the

region which took part in breathing. All the

Hatha-yogic practices were performed under

the guidance of three qualified yoga instructors

trained in Kaivalyadhama, Pune (India). Details

of yogic practices have been given in our

previous paper (7) and in elsewhere (11,12).

Body

weight and skin fold thickness (subscapular,

thigh) was measured in the morning hours in all

phases. Body weight was recorded on a

precalibrated weighing balance and skin fold

thickness was measured with a Harpendon skin

fold caliper. Body fat was calculated by the

method of Sloan (13) as follows.

Body density = 1.1043 – (0.00133 × thigh skin

fold thickness) – (0.00131× subscapular skin

fold thickness)

Body fat percentage = ((4.57/Body density) –

4.142) × 100

LBW = Body weight × (100 – body fat) /100

After recording resting HR and

the subjects pedalled at zero load for 5 minutes

Yogic exercises :

Skinfold thickness and body mass :

Cardiorespiratory responses to maximal

exercise : V· O2

were aware that yoga might improve their

mental performance. The control group might

have the feeling of deprived of something which

their peers of the other group was having which

might have direct bearing on the results in the

examination. So this was an administrative

requirement to remove the sense of any

deprivation among them. In the study design the

yoga group did not cross over to 'non yoga' after

5 months as the effect of 10 months practice of

yoga was to be observed. At the commencement

of the studies they were subjected to routine

clinical examination and found to be healthy and

free from any organic ailments. They gave their

informed consent to participate in the study and

the test protocol was approved by the ethical

committee of the institute. They were getting

their food from the same kitchen in the hostel.

They had a controlled physical activity schedule

throughout the period of study other than the

two months when they were out on an

educational tour. During the period when they

were on tour, most of them were under the same

schedule of daily routine and other activities.

The subjects were under constant pressure of

at tending classes, preparing for the

examinations and better performance within the

tight schedule of the course. This has also been

observed objectively by various psychological

tests on the same group of subjects as given in

our earlier report (7). Despite the busy schedule,

the subjects practiced yogic exercises regularly.

The attendance of every participant performing

yogic exercises was recorded daily. Subjects in

the Control group participated in games for half

an hour in the afternoon or jogged for 2 km in

the morning. As the main building for the

academic activities was 1.5 km. away from the

hostel, all the students walked 6 km for five days

in a week.

The ambient temperature during

the period of study varied from 10°C to 30°C.

Relative humidity was 60 - 90 % . Temperature

Environment :
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10th month of training) by two way analysis of

variance using the criterion of least significant

difference. The two factors examined were time

(phases of training) and the subjects of a

particular group. For blood lactate the

comparisons within the group between two

phases (2nd and 3rd phase) were done by paired t-

test. However, intergroup comparisons for all the

parameters were done by using unpaired t-test.

Mean body weight

increased marginally in both Yoga and Control

group at 5 months compared to baseline. It

reduced significantly (p<0.05) only at the 3rd

phase (i.e. at end of 10 months). Mean values of

body fat showed a gradual decrement upto the

Phase III in Yoga group (Table 1) whereas it

increased in the control group in the phase II,

thereafter it reduced at the Phase III.

Heart rate in both groups reduced

significantly (P<0.001) at Phase III compared to

the phase I in 60 watt and 80 watt workloads. At

100 watt workload heart rate also showed a

smallar reduction at the Phase III that was not

statistically significant (Fig 1).

Results

Body composition:

Cardiorespiratory response to graded

exercise :

H R :

on a bicycle ergometer (Venky, India) as warm

up exercise. Subsequently they rested while

sitting on the ergometer itself until HR came to

resting level and stabilised. Then they were

subjected to graded cycling exercise at 60, 80

and 100 watt for 3 minutes each. After 100 watt,

the work load was increased by 20 watt every

minute until exhaustion or till a heart rate of

185 ±5 b.p.m was attained. The exercise

protocol was followed as per standard principles

of graded exercise for the measurement of

aerobic capacity (14, 15). HR and were

monitored by a heart rate monitor and oxygen

consumption measuring system of Morgan

Exercise Test assembly (P.K. Morgan, England).

Blood lactate was measured at rest, at the end of

3rd minute of each work load, at maximum

exercise and at the 2nd and 5th minute of

recovery. Arterialised blood samples were taken

by finger prick method and were analysed by a

lactate analyser (YSI, USA). The work load at

which blood lactate attained 4mmol/L was

considered onset of blood lactate (OBLA)

according to standard procedure (16).

Statistical analysis: Statistical analysis of the data

was carried out for multiple comparisons of

various parameters except blood lactate within

the group on different phases (baseline, 5th and

V· O2
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Fig. 1. Heart rate (beats/min)in graded exercise at various work load (60, 80 and 100 watt) in yoga (n=23) and

control (n=23) and control (n=18) group in the Phase-I, Phase-II and Phase-III, Values are Mean ±S.D.

*P< 0.05 **P< 0.01 ***P< 0.001
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V·

V· O

E:

:

Pulmonary ventilation in the yoga group reduced significantly at Phase II in all work loads

except during maximal exercise at 185 heart rate (Fig.2). On the other hand, in the control group, V. E

was lower at Phase II only at 60 watt work load.

Oxygen consumption in the Yoga group was reduced significantly at 60 watt (P<0.05), 80watt

(P<0.001) and 100watt (P<0.001) work loads in Phase II as compared to Phase I. In the Control group

there was a significant reduction (P < 0.05) of at 60 watt only (Fig.3).The maximal oxygen

consumption at HR 185 bpm in Yoga and Control group did not show significant difference in the

Phase II as compared to that in Phase I .

2

V· O2

Fig. 3. Oxygen consumption (ml/kg/min) in graded exercise at various work load (60, 80 and 100 watt) in yoga

(n=23) and control (n=18) group in the Phase-I and Phase-II Values are Mean ±S.D.

*P< 0.05 **P< 0.01 ***P< 0.001

Fig. 2. Minute ventilation (litres/min) in graded exercise at various work load (60, 80 and 100 watt) in yoga

(n=23) and control (n=18) group in the Phase-I and Phase-II, Values are Mean ± S.D.

*P< 0.05 **P< 0.01 ***P< 0.001
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consumption and ventilation were found in

‘maximal’ value as compared to those of 100

watt work load. So, this maximal value may be

considered as the maximal exercise value

observed at heart rate 185 b.p.m.

In the Yoga group, the Phase III

blood lactate concentration was significantly

lower (p < 0.01 and P < 0.001) at all grades of

exercise and during recovery (2nd and 5th

minute) as compared to Phase II (Fig. 4).

Resting blood lactate at Phase III was

Blood lactate:

Almost 33% of the subjects reached their

maximal exercise level at 100 watt work load

and they also reached the target heart rate of 185

b.p.m. at that point. Rest of the subjects

continued further and whenever target heart rate

of 185 b.p.m. was reached the exercise was

terminated. So, still some of them

( 33% of subjects) could have continued exercise

to achieve further higher value. It is due to this

reason that a slightly lower mean values

(statistically non-significant) of oxygen
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significantly (p < 0.01) lower in Yoga group as

compared to the Control group. It was also

significantly lower in Yoga group (P < 0.01), at

100 watt work load (p < 0.05) and during 2nd

and 5th minutes (P < 0.05) of recovery (Fig. 4).

Lactate threshold of 4 mmol/L of blood lactate

was achieved at a significantly higher work load

(P < 0.001) at the phase III in the yoga group

(Fig.5).

***
*

YOGA

Fig. 4. Blood Lactic Acid (mmol/litre)in graded exercise at various work load (60, 80 and 100 watt) in yoga

(n=23) and control (n=23) and control (n=18) group in the Phase-I, Phase-II and Phase-III, Values are Mean ±S.D.

*P< 0.05 **P< 0.01 ***P< 0.001

Fig. 5. Lactate threshold/OBLA at 4 mmol lactate in graded exercise at

various work load (60, 80 and 100 watt) in yoga (n=23) and control (n=23)

and control (n=18) group in the Phase-I, Phase-II and Phase-III, Values are

Mean ±S.D. *P < 0.05 **P < 0.01 ***P < 0.001
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reports given by the other workers in this regard

(2, 6).

The improvement in physical efficiency

(reduced per unit of work load) and in the

Yoga group had been further reflected in the

blood lactate values which showed significantly

lower values at all the grades of exercise in Yoga

group at the 10th month as compared to the

corresponding values of the 5th month (Fig.4).

Previously we have reported the faster recovery

of blood lactate after sub- maximal exercise for

6 min at 70% of max also were lower in the

Yoga group at the 10th month with respect to that

of the 5th month and it was also faster after

yogic practice (7). Onset of blood lactic acid

(OBLA) is widely considered as the work load at

which blood lactate reaches 4mmol per litre in

incremental load test (16). Anaerobic threshold

or lactate threshold at 4 mmol/l lactate as

observed from the blood lactate values also

shifted to the higher work load in the Yoga group

at the 10th month as compared to the 5th month.

In the Control group the magnitude of such

change was in a lower level of significance (in

this case after 5 months yogic practice for

Control group at Phase III, Fig.5). So the

improvement in efficiency in the Yoga group as

compared to the Control group might be linked

to a greater adjustment of lactate threshold.

The improvement in lactate threshold may

increase the capacity of a person to perform

physical work at moderate intensities for a

longer period of time. Higher lactate threshold

also indicates an intracellular adjustment which

drives the oxidative phosphorylation faster (18).

During training mitochondrial synthesis might

occur and enzymes necessary for fatty acid

metabolism may also be produced more.

Number of capillaries per unit of tissue mass also

increases for larger capillary to tissues interface.

This results in local muscular adaptation.

Electromyographic evidence indicated the onset

V· O

V· O

2

2

Discussion

In this study Yogic training did not result in

improvement in maximal oxygen consumption.

But it helped to improve to reduce oxygen

consumption at sub-maximal level of exercise.

There was no difference in the HR response to

submaximal exercise in both the groups (Fig.-1).

This may be attributed to the anxiety to settle in

the training environment and to cope with the

stress of busy schedule of the course which

increased their sensitivity to sympatho-adrenal

activity causing a greater HR rise in moderate

exercise. It has been reported (17) that

magnitude of HR increase is more in moderate

exercise in the presence of fear, anxiety or

tension, even though this effect might not be

reflected in max . Due to the similar effect

there was an increase in HR which could not be

brought down significantly by yogic training /

moderate level of physical act ivi ty.

Subsequently in the 10th month subjects were

accustomed with the training environment and

there was a significant reduction in HR during

moderate exercise at 60 watt and 80 watt. In our

previous report (7) it has been shown that the

same subjects had significantly reduced anxiety

score at the 10th month of training. It was 28.4 ±

7.9, 29.2 ± 11.0 and 25.6 ± 9.7 at the initial, 5th

month and 10th month, respectively in the

subjects practicing yoga. At 100 watt work load

also mean values declined at the 10th month but

there was no statistical significance. This also

corroborates with the reports that in the

condition of mental anxiety and tension, the

magnitude of HR rise in moderate exercise

reduces (17).

Significantly reduced in the corresponding

work loads in different grades of sub-maximal

exercise in the 5th month of yogic practice

indicates improvement in work efficiency in

moderate intensities of exercise. This is in tune

with our previous findings (7,10) as well as the

V· O

V· O

2

2
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more importance to the onset of pain than to the

pathophysiology of the disease. The cardinal

sign of is the “vulture-gait” (6).

Acharya Charak has stated three patterns of pain

in namely and (7)

which resemble muscular spasm, soft tissue

tenderness and bony tenderness respectively.

Also, Straight Leg Rise (SLR) test is carried out

on the patient to assess the intensity of the

disease (8).

Physical manipulation leading to mobilization

of the affected part can be contemplated to

relieve the distress. Hence Shalabhasana is the

potential posture of choice in sciatica (9).

To assess the effect of shalabhasana on gridhrasi

(sciatic neuritis) with reference to SLR (Straight

Leg Rise) test as an absolutely free of cost

therapy

Gridhrasi

Gridhrasi LrEHk] #tk rksn

AIMSAND OBJECTIVES

INTRODUCTION

Ayurveda has always stood by the yoga that

leads to liberation from all types of pain (1).

Most of the times, this pain is referred to be of

mental and spiritual site. But as a matter of fact,

getting rid of physical pain is necessary to walk

on the way ahead in yoga (2).Asana brings about

stability and a feeling of well being at both

physical and mental levels (3). When the body is

free from physical disorders, then only can it

perform as the best vehicle for mind.

i.e. schiatic neuritis is a disease

characterized by pain at posterior plane of the

legs. It is popularly known as sciatica. The

sciatic nerve is occasionally injured by wounds

(4) but it is often affected with compression

giving rise to pain. Sometimes it may follow an

attack of lumbago (5). Although ayurveda has

described gridhrasi as a vatavikara, it has given

Gridhrasi

Effect of Shalabhasana on Gridhrasi (Sciatic Neuritis)

with Reference to SLR (Straight Leg Rise) Test
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ABSTRACT

Yogic practices are useful in augment one’s health related fitness. So, their clinical efficacy on the diseases

needs to be validated. The efficacy of asana to bring about well being by the virtue of relieving pain is well

known to yogic experts. So the effect of practice of Shalabhasana on 30 patients suffering from gridhrasi

i.e. sciatica was evaluated. The criteria for assessment were fixed to be the clinical features and SLR. After

periodical follow up, it was found that the therapy brings about significant improvement clinically as well

as statistically at the end of 2 months.
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Criteria forAssessment:

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

1. Muscular spasm

0 –Absent

1 – Mild

2 – Moderate

3 – Severe

2. Soft tissue tenderness

0 –Absent

1 – Mild

2 – Moderate

3 – Severe

3. Bony tenderness

0 –Absent

1 – Mild

2 – Moderate

3 – Severe

4. Straight Leg Rise (SLR) test

Angle of elevation of affected leg (in degrees)

The maximum patients i.e. 66.67% were

females, 93.33% were married, 60% were doing

laborious work, 76.66% were Hindu, 76.66%

were belonging to lower economic class, 70%

were vegetarians and 60% were having

of right leg.

The effect of practice on the main

clinical features of was evaluated

every fortnight, which are depicted in Tables 1 to

6. Paired t test parametric test was applied for

statist ical analysis. Also, percentage

improvement was evaluated (10).

The improvement in muscular spasm was nearly

10% every for tn ight . However, the

improvement was remarkable at the end of

second fortnight. As compared to other features,

soft tissue tenderness improved at a slower

gridhrasi

Shalabhasana

Gridhrasi

MATERIALAND METHODS

Study setting:

Subjects:

Criteria for inclusion:

Criteria for exclusion:

Therapy:

Follow up:

This study was carried out at

Swasthyarakshan OPD of Government Ayurved

College, Nagpur.

36 patients suffering from gridhrasi

were selected for the present study, of them 6 left

the therapy against medical advice. The patients

in the age group of 20 to 70 years were selected

irrespective of gender, occupation and socio-

economic condition. The patients were duly

diagnosed at the Department of Kayachikitsa,

GovernmentAyurved College, Nagpur.

Clinical features of the

disorder according to Ayurveda and modern

science with SLR not less than 25º.

Patients having

complications like paralyzed lower limb, foot

drop and causalgia were excluded. Sciatica

following fracture of pelvis, posterior

dislocation of hip, hip replacement surgery was

also not considered for the therapy.

The patients were made to practice

shalabhasana i.e. grasshoppers pose with empty

stomach in the Swasthyarakshan Department

under direct guidance and supervision of the

investigators. The subject was made to practice

shalabhasana for 2 minutes for each leg (ekpada

shalabhasana) one after the other. Subsequently,

the subject was made to perform shalabhasana

for 2 minutes with both the legs elevated

simultaneously. The three steps were made to be

practiced with a rest of 2 minutes. Thus 10

minute daily schedule was maintained for each

of the subject for 60 days. No other internal or

external medication was advised to the subjects

during this study.

Each subject was assessed after

every fortnight.
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improving the SLR of the patient. It is an

effective therapy for the management of

uncomplicated cases of sciatic neuritis.

SLR: Straight Leg Rise

B.T. : Before Therapy

A.T.:After Therapy

S.D.: Standard Deviation

S.E.: Standard Error

t : statistical paired test of significance

p: probability

ABBREVIATIONS

speed. In case of bony tenderness, the

improvement was sustained and steady.

At the end of the stipulated period, mean SLR

nearly touched 70º which was a considerable

improvement of about 68%. The effect was

highly s ignif icant s ta t is t ica l ly also .

Neurological assessment revealed that the

subjects improved tremendously over the

period of 2 months.

plays an important role in

relieving the symptoms of sciatic neuritis and

CONCLUSION

Shalabhasana

Table 1: Fortnight Wise Improvement In Muscular Spasm

BT: before therapy AT: at therapy

Mean Score In comparison to initial

B.T. A.T. % S.D.(+) S.E.(+) t p

Table 2: Fortnight Wise Improvement In Soft Tissue Tenderness

Mean Score In comparison to initial

B.T. A.T. % S.D.(+) S.E.(+) t p

1st Fortnight 2.5 2.23 10.8 0.4498 0.821 3.2399 <0.01

2nd Fortnight 2.5 1.8 28 0.5349 0.0977 7.1648 <0.001

3rd Fortnight 2.5 1.56 37.6 0.6397 0.1167 7.9974 <0.001

4th Fortnight 2.5 1.33 46.8 0.6477 0.1183 14.0888 <0.001

1st Fortnight 2.26 2.2 2.65 0.4068 0.0742 2.6954 <0.02

2nd Fortnight 2.26 2.03 10.18 0.4661 0.0851 3.5253 <0.01

3rd Fortnight 2.26 1.7 24.78 0.5041 0.092 6.0869 <0.001

4th Fortnight 2.26 1.46 35.4 0.4068 0.0743 10.7672 <0.001
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Table 3: Fortnight Wise Improvement In Bony Tenderness

Mean Score In comparison to initial

B.T. A.T. % S.D.(+) S.E.(+) t p

Table 4: Fortnight Wise Improvement In SLR

Mean Score In comparison to initial

B.T. A.T. % S.D.(+) S.E.(+) t p

Table 5: Fortnight Wise Improvement In Neurological Assessment

Weak ankle Weak great toe NormalAnkle

Dorsiflexion Extension Reflexes

Present Absent Present Absent Present Absent

Table 6: Fortnight Wise Improvement In Neurological Assessment

Sensory Deficit Calf Wasting

Present Absent Present Absent

1st Fortnight 2.166 1.9 12.44 0.4983 0.0909 4.4004 <0.001

2nd Fortnight 2.166 1.66 23.5 0.4983 0.0909 6.6006 <0.001

3rd Fortnight 2.166 1.566 27.65 0.5684 0.1038 7.3863 <0.001

4th Fortnight 2.166 1.466 32.256 0.5834 0.1065 8.7324 <0.001

1st Fortnight 41.83 44.83 7.17 3.1073 0.5673 5.2882 <0.001

2nd Fortnight 41.83 47.66 13.94 4.9276 0.8997 6.4799 <0.001

3rd Fortnight 41.83 58.66 40.23 5.9427 1.0849 15.5157 <0.001

4th Fortnight 41.83 70.33 68.13 4.7615 0.8693 32.7849 <0.001

1st Fortnight 36.67 63.33 53.33 46.67 70 30

2nd Fortnight 23.33 76.67 40 60 86.67 13.33

3rd Fortnight 6.67 93.33 16.67 83.33 86.67 13.33

4th Fortnight 3.33 96.67 6.67 93.33 30 70

1st Fortnight 6.67 93.33 3.33 96.67

2nd Fortnight 3.33 96.67 0 100

3rd Fortnight 0 100 0 100

4th Fortnight 0 100 0 100

(all fig. in percentage)
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whether we like it or not. A great majority of

people in metropolitan cities experience high

anxiety and hypertension one time or another.

Every rich and successful person has to pay the

price for it as it affects not only their mental

health but also their, physical health scenario.

Our era has been called the Age of anxiety and

anxiety manifestations are certainty widespread

and protean” . In its

usual sense, anxiety means that emotional state

of the mind where an apprehension of danger or

less or suffering is a prominent feature.

About 18% Americans are affected by anxiety

disorder.Anxiety is a physiological state

characterized by cognitive, somatic, emotional

and behavioral components (Seligman, Walker

& Rosenha, 2001). Anxiety is often

accompanied by physical sensations, such as

heart palpation, nausea and chest pain, shortness

of breath, stomach aches, or headache.

Due to anxiety many psychosomatic disorder

evolved in which hypertension is most common

disease. Somatically the body prepares the

(Cattell and Scheir, 1957)

Introduction

(Kearney, 2005)

According to World Health Organization

(2002), about 15-27% of the global population

has hypertension. In those older than age 60, as

many as one half in some population are

hypertensive and causes 5 million pre mature

death a year worldwide and world wide, high

blood pressure is estimated to cause 7.1 million

deaths, about 13% of the global fatality total,

Across WHO regions, research indicates that

about 62% of strokes and 49% of heart attacks

are caused by High blood pressure.”

A study conducted by the Tulane University

School of Public health selected state that the

prevalence of high blood pressure will soar to

1.56 billion by the year 2025 .

Seeing these things I can say that hypertension is

spread at large scale.

The world is changing with incredible rapidly

and established customs, tradition and values are

changing with it. The major problem is the

continuing adjustment that individual and

groups must make to the rapid social change

“The Impact of Nada Yoga on Hypertension & Anxiety Level”

*Sao, Dr Arun Kumar

**Sao, Dr Akhileshwar

*Council of Scientific and Industrial Research andAYUSH at MDNIYNew Delhi-01, India

**Department of Psychology, K. G.Arts & Science College, Raigarh, Chhattisgarh, India

ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study was to explore the effect of Nada Yoga on the Hypertension (SBP & DBP) &

Anxiety level of subject. This half & hour practice was given to the experimental group for 30 days. There

was significant difference in the systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure and the anxiety level

between the control group and the experimental group.

Nada yoga, hypertension, systolic & diastolic blood pressure, anxiety.Key words:
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smell every where and that yogi because free

form all disease.

Music is also nada yoga, where the music is

rendered absolutely scientific and classical in

order to experience the nada. The development

of musical systems in the past was done strictly

in accordance with the views of nada yoga

sadhanas. The well-known and most ancient

Sama Veda is always sung with a scientific

exactness and in accordance with nada yoga

sadhana. At different stages of conscious

awareness; the mind is easily attracted by

different waves of nada.

Is nada yoga used on the best remedy to prevent

there disorders, to examine this problem arises

i.e. "To study the effect of nada yoga on

hypertension & anxiety level.”

1. To investigate the effect of Nada yoga on

Systolic blood pressure of Hypertensive

patients.

2. To investigate the effect of Nada yoga on

Diastolic blood pressure of Hypertensive

patients.

3. To investigate the effect of Nada Yoga on

Anxiety level.

There is no significant difference in the

systolic blood pressure between the subjects

included in the experimental and control

group after the one month duration of the

study.

There is no significant difference in the

diastolic blood pressure between the

subjects included in the experimental and

control group after the one month duration

of the study.

Objectives of the Study:

Hypothesis:

�

�

organic to deal with threat. Blood pressure and

heat rate are increased.

Our body system is directly and indirectly related

form emotions and blood pressure is affect by

emotions, such as fear or anger, but the effect

tends to be short lived. When a person leads a life

that is full of tensions anxiety, worry etc.

With continued excitation of the sympathetic

nervous system, the blood pressure may remain

persistently high. Normally blood pressure

varies considerably within 24 hours of the day.

Not surprisingly it is at its lowest in the middle of

the night and it’s lowest in the end of the ended of

the working day. Some of these changes are due

to normal rhythm in the body’s in the BP

between restful hours of morning and exhausted

evenings can be very large and if you have been

diagnosed as having high BP it is important that

you should always have your blood pressure

measured be difficult to decide whether any

change was due to treatment or variation in

timing thus the above facts show that their no

proper cure for hypertension in different pathies.

Recent study shows that gives complete curative

as well as preventive message for all

psychosomatic disorder. In yogic service, there

are many technique used for improving mental

as well as physical health.

People who have full of

pranic energy, because have very divine beauty.

He becomes brave and his body spread divine

fpÙkkuUna rnk ftRok lgtkuUn lEHko%A

nks"k nq%[ktjkO;kf/k{kq/kfunzkfooftZr%AAg-iz-4-75AA

In flouncing from Nada Sound get victory

over fluctuation of mind. It arise bliss of mind

and soul.Atma because free from Vatta, Pitta,

Kapha and also form hunger, thirst, sleep,

and form old age disorders, At the time of

Nada in heart region.
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participants. The participants of both groups

were regularly taking the medicines which

prescribed by the physicians.

Statistical analysis of the data was done on the

basis of the following formula:-

For theAnalysis of data parametric test (t-test)

The results of the test are tabulated in the Chart

Mean difference between both groups before the

actual training (yoga) started

Result & Discussion:

TABLE-1

PRE TEST SBP

Control Group Experimental

TABLE-2

PRE TEST DBP

Control Group Experimental

TABLE-3

PRE TEST Anxiety

Control Group Experimental

TABLE-4

POSTTEST SBP

Control Group Experimental

Mean 151.66 150.33

Mean 104 101.33

Mean 44.96 45.76

Mean difference between both groups after the actual

training (yoga) started.

Mean 151.66 141

SD 1.34 1.58

T-value 5.146

df 58

Significance Significant at 0.01 level

� There is no significant difference in the level

of anxiety between the subjects included in

the experimental and control group after the

one month duration of the study.

Sampling plan: Selected 60 participants by

Simple Random Sampling (30 experimental

& 30 controls) from Experimental group has

given Nada yoga sadhana but control group has

no any practices.

Null Hypothesis with two

tails T-test was used for the research

purpose. Research design was control group

design.

Blood pressure measurement: Blood

pressure is usually measured in the brachial

artery in the left arm. The device used to measure

blood pressure is a sphygmomanometer.

Anxiety measurement scale: The scale is used in

the present study is a popular anxiety

m e a s u r e m e n t s c a l e S C AT ( S i n h a ’s

Comprehensive Test) constructed by: -

A.K.P.Sinha and L.N.K.Sinha in 1973.

Each participant was tested

individually (pre test). The participants in

experimental group were giving Nada Yoga

practice daily for half an hour in evening at 6:30

to 7:00 for 30 days. It is advisable to take a light

meal during this practice, plenty of clean,

lukewarm should be available and also extra hot

water in case of temperature of the water falls

below body temperature. No asana or physical

work should be performed before commencing

and no food or beverages should be taken. The

participants in control group simply tested (pre

test) and retested (Post test) were done after one

month. No treatment was provided to these

Methodology

Research design:

Tools:

Procedure:
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Out of two groups experimental group showed

an increasing trend in the pre mean values of the

Diastolic blood pressure. Experimental group

showed a statistically significant improvement

with the significance level 0.01 levels. This

shows that practice of Nada Yoga is effective in

the improvement of Diastolic blood pressure.

From Table 6. Calculated t- value is 5.81 which

means that this value is significant at 0.01 level.

And this shows that there is significant effect

between Nada Yoga and Anxiety level, therefore

researcher’s “Null Hypothesis” rejected.

Out of two groups experimental group showed

an increasing trend in the pre mean values of the

Anxiety. Experimental group showed a

statistically significant improvement with the

significance level 0.01 levels. This shows that

practice of Nada Yoga is effective in the

improvement ofAnxiety level.

The present study on the effect of Nada Yoga on

Hypertension and anxiety level is conducted in

Raigarh (C.G). The obtained data (Table - 4, 5, 6)

shows that Nada Yoga significantly reduces

Anxiety as well as Hypertension. All result is

also shows a significant difference between the

two means, at 0.01 level of significance.

Certain studies have also found unique patterns

of blood hormone level and blood flow to a

number of organ including brain (Jevning & O

Halloran, 1984) increased level of gamma amino

butyric acid (GABA), melatonin, and

dehydroepiadro sterone sulfate (DHEAs) have

been reported (Glaser et al. 1992, Elias &

Wilson, 1995)”. Hypothesize that meditation

produces its anxious tic effects by promoting

GABAaction in specific areas of the brain.

Recently scientific experiments on neuro

hormonal secretion indicate that the practice of

TABLE-5

POSTTEST DBP

Control Group Experimental

TABLE-6

POSTTEST Anxiety

Control Group Experimental

Mean 104 94.66

SD 1.08 1.61

T-value 4.81

df 58

Significance Significant at 0.01 level

Mean 45.1 34.1

SD 1.73 1.24

T-value 5.81

df 58

Significance Significant at 0.01 level

From Table 4. Calculated t- value is 5.149 which

means that this value is significant at 0.01 level.

And this shows that there is significant effect

between Nada Yoga and Systolic blood pressure,

therefore researcher’s “Null Hypothesis”

rejected.

Out of two groups experimental group showed

an increasing trend in the pre mean values of the

systolic blood pressure. Experimental group

showed a statistically significant improvement

with the significance level 0.01 levels. This

shows that practice of Nada Yoga is effective in

the improvement of systolic blood pressure

From Table 5. Calculated t- value is 4.81 which

means that this value is significant at 0.01 level.

And this shows that there is significant effect

between Nada Yoga and Diastolic blood

pressure, therefore researcher ’s “Null

Hypothesis” rejected.
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person's ability to sleep or otherwise function.

Generally speaking, anxiety occurs when a

reaction is out of proportion with what might be

normally expected in a situation.

Current researches on anxiety disorder prove

that anxiety disorders are unceasing, relentless

and can even grow worse if not properly treated.

Modern scientific research tells us that improved

treatments are being gradually introduced and

implemented to treat severe anxiety disorders.

In modern societies, human beings are gradually

becoming more uncompromising and egoistic

resulting in unsuccessful marital relationships.

Such situations adversely affect the young

generation of the family and they feel absolutely

unsecured and left out.

Introduction

Anxiety is a general term for several disorders

that cause nervousness, fear, apprehension, and

worrying. These disorders affect how we feel

and behave, and they can manifest real physical

symptoms. Mild anxiety is vague and unsettling,

while severe anxiety can be extremely

debilitating, having a serious impact on daily

life.

People often experience a general state of worry

or fear before confronting something

challenging such as a test, examination, recital,

or interview. These feelings are easily justified

and considered normal. Anxiety is considered a

problem when symptoms interfere with a

A Study on the Effect of Yogic Intervention on Anxiety

*Dr. Kamakhya Kumar

*Chief Coordinator, Yoga Arogya Polyclinic, School of Yoga and Health Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidyalaya, Haridwar, India

249411 Phone: 09359737750 Fax: 01334260723 Email: kamakhya.kumar@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

Anxiety is one of the important psychological problems people facing now days. Approximately 40 million

American adults ages 18 and older, or about 18.1 percent of people in this age group in the year 2005, have

an anxiety disorder. Contemporary researches done in the area of ‘Yogic intervention and their effect over

various parameters of Psychological health’provoked the researcher to attempt an individual project to

judge the effect of Yoga on normal people at the level of anxiety. To observe the effect of Yoga on anxiety

level of the normal people a pre - post research design study has been conducted at the Yoga Arogya

Polyclinic of Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidyalaya, Haridwar, India. For this study a group of 30 persons of

range 30 – 40 years from the semi urban area of Haridwar and Dehradun Districts were selected through

purposive quota sampling as subject. They practiced a set of Asana and Pranayama regularly for sixty

days. The present study shows a significant change on the anxiety level of the normal persons as the result

of yoga practice. The results are significant at 0.01 level of confidence. At the end it can be concluded that

Yoga practice having a positive impact over the anxiety level of the normal persons.

Anxiety, Asana and PranayamaKey Words:
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One of the study states that the effect on the

volunteers of a Yoga Practice Session and a Yoga

Theory Session, and find a significant change on

the level of StateAnxiety .

The above study shows that researchers are keen

to know the effect of Yoga on various directions;

thus it is the right time to go deep into the search

of the impact of Yoga having the following aims

and objectives: to study the effect of yoga on

Anxiety level of the normal subjects.

The study is based on the data collected on 30

subjects (20 males and 10 females), age ranging

30 – 40 years, who attended regular yoga session

provided to the people with common health

problems came to Yoga Arogya Polyclinic, at

Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidyalaya, Haridwar,

India.Although 45 subjects were selected for the

study, due to various reasons 15 subjects could

not complete the study. The study was approved

by the ethical committee of Dev Sanskriti

Vishwavidyalaya. The subjects were a

heterogeneous group having Diabetes,

Hypertension, Obesity and joints problem but

otherwise healthy and were voluntarily wanted

to join Yoga session for general physical mental

wellbeing.

The subjects were selected from the semi urban

area of Haridwar and Dehradun Districts

through purposive quota sampling as

experimental group. They practiced a set of

Asana and Pranayama regularly for sixty days

under the guidance of a Yoga Expert. The Yoga

Sessions consisted of an integrated package of

Asana and Pranayama regularly the protocol of

the session is given below in Table 1.

6

Methods

According to current researches on anxiety

disorder, such kinds of social problems may

greatly affect the progressive attitude of the

future generation. There are several studies done

in the area ofAnxiety management through yoga

and allied systems of therapy.

One of the study concludes that the effect of

Yoga nidra on stress and anxiety on college

going students. The study was conducted at the

Yoga clinic of Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidyalaya.

Practice time was 30 minutes and duration was

6months. 80students were taken from P.G. Yoga

classes for observing the effect as well as 30 was

in control group. The result shows a significant

change in the practice group as yoga nidra

positively decreases the stress and anxiety level

of both the male and female subjects .

Another study done in this area shows a

significant change due to the effect of Yoga

Based Lifestyle Intervention on State and Trait

Anxiety of the subjects .

A group of researcher states after their study that

the effect of yoga on depression and anxiety of

women referred to yoga clinic were found very

significant .

One of the studies concludes with a significant

change as an effect of Yoga Intervention on

Anxiety and Subjective well-being of the

practitioners .

One such study states that the Efficacy of

Mindfulness-Based Meditation Therapy on

Anxiety, Depression, and Spirituality in

Japanese Patients with Cancer and find a

significant change in above mentioned

parameters .

1

2

3

4

5
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which results in anxiety. Throughout life the

mind is fed with negative data. In the practice of

yoga, especially during shavasana and breath

awareness, the mind is relaxed, thereby

releasing the mental tensions. In this way,

through the regular and sincere practice of yoga,

tensions at the physical, and anxiety at mental

level can be minimized.

Practice of Yoga stops the uncontrolled and

uninterrupted thoughts. So the set of Asana and

Pranayama in combination plays a vital role for

anxiety. Previous researches also support our

Mean and standard deviation of the pre and post

values of anxiety level of the subjects practiced

the Yoga has been shown in the table. Where N =

30, M1 = 33.43, M2 = 29, df= 29 as well as the t

value is 15.93, which is significant at 0.01 level

of confidence.

The reduction into the anxiety level is a normal

mechanism as per the effect of Yoga Practice, as

yogic practices stop the fluctuation of the Mind.

Due to excessive activity on the mental plane,

the mind always remains in a state of arousal,

Discussion & Conclusion

Table 1 – Yogic Intervention introduced to the subjects

Sr.No Practice PhysicalAwareness Rounds Duration

1 Tadasana Spine 5 120 sec.

2 Tiryak Tadasana Wastes 5 120 sec

3 Kati chakrasana Scapulas 5 120 sec

4 Surya Namaskar All internal organs 2 180 sec

5 Shavasana Whole muscles - 300 sec

6 Kapalbhati Abdomen 100-150 120 sec

7 Nadisodhan Eyebrow Centre 5 240 sec

8 Ujjai Throat region 10 240 sec

9 Bhramari Brain region 10 240 sec

10 Om chanting Whole Head region - 120 sec

In this pre – post research study the anxiety level has been measured through Sinha’s Comprehensive

Anxiety Scale7 and the data has been analyzed through Proper Statistical Method on’t’test basis. The

result has been shown in the table 2.

Results:

Pre 33.43 5.78 15.93 0.01

Post 29 5.62

Table 2. – Difference between pre and post value at the Anxiety level of subjects.

Mean SD T value Significance level
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study. Gersten, D J (1978) said that the

practitioner of Yoga becomes his own

psychotherapist, recognizing and systematically

alleviating his own personal problems and

interpersonal difficulties . Matthew, R J (1981)

reported that yoga is a successful therapy for

both recent and long-standing psychological

disturbances of all kinds, especially high anxiety

levels and neurotic behavior patterns . Telles, S.

Gaur, V. Balkrishna, 2009 observed the effect of

a Yoga Practice Session and a Yoga Theory

Session on Anxiety level . In this manner,

various researches show that the practice of

Yoga can be successfully administered to

manage various psychological disorders. As the

previous studies shows that practice of Yoga,

Meditation and Relaxation significantly lowers

all the psychological problems.
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Commerce and Industry , 68 per

cent of working women in the age bracket of 21-52

years were found to be afflicted with lifestyle

ailments such as obesity, depression, chronic

backache, diabetes and hypertension.

assess the

psychosocial stress, work-family conflict and the

level of anxiety, depression, somatic symptoms

and social dysfunction of middle-aged female

school teachers.

The overall assessment reveals that though the

subjects are normal in general, but a substantial

proportion is at risk of developing psychosocial

stress generated problems that may affect their

mental health.

Women are particularly susceptible to stress

caused by hormonal changes. During puberty,

menstrual cycle, pregnancy, and menopause

hormone levels fluctuate consistently and cause

stress. Emotional and physical changes that

happen in life, illnesses, and environmental

components such as extreme heat, cold, or altitude,

and toxins cause stress. Pushing body too hard at

(Assocham, 2009)

Singh M. & Singh G. (2006);

INTRODUCTION

(Osborne M., 1984)

Women in India today enjoy the status equal to

men. They play a vital role in every walk of life.

The women who adopt a career in life are called

working women. They work in all areas like,

administration, industry, technology, education,

sports and even army and police. They have proved

themselves equally successful in all fields. There is

no doubt that we are in the midst of a great

revolution in the history of women. The evidence is

everywhere; the voice of women is increasingly

heard in Parliament, courts and in the streets.

Although most women in India work and

contribute to the economy in one form or another,

much of their work is not documented or accounted

for in official statistics. There are many factors

responsible for change in life and life style of

women like biological, social and psychological.

Women are mainly affected by the hormonal

factors. The hormonal changes of the climacteric,

chiefly the decline in ovarian estrogen production

manifest in the menopause, contribute directly to

depression . According to a

survey conducted by the Associated Chamber of

To Study the Effect of Yogic Intervention

on Stress Level of Working Women

*Bharadwaj Ishwar

**Anuja

ABSTRACT

The present study is aimed to find out the effect of Yogic intervention on Working Women. The sample

selected through quota sampling consists of 50 female subjects aged 25-39 years who were working in

D.A.V. girls Degree college Yamuna nagar, Haryana, divided in to two groups, experimental and control.

Control research design has been employed for the study. Practice time was 60 minutes each morning and

the duration was 45 days. The result of t-test revealed that the yogic intervention have significant effect

towards normalcy at .01 level of confidence on stress level of working women aged from 25-39 years.

Yogic intervention, stress levelKey words :

* Professor and head, Dept. of yoga, Gurukul kangri university, Haridwar.

**Lecturer & head, dept. of applied yoga and health, D.A.V. girls degree collegeYamuna nagar, Haryana.
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meditation). So in present study researcher select

some yogic practices like Pragya yoga vyayama

(series of selected asanas), It included 16 step

asanas series as 1- Tadaasana, 2- Padahastasana, 3-

Vajrasana, 4- Ustrasana, 5- Yogmudra, 6-

A r d h a t a d a s a n a , 7 - S h a s a n k a s a n a , 8 -

Bhujangasana, 9- Tirykabhujangasana(left), 10-

Tirykabhujangasana(right), 11- Shasankasana, 12-

A r d h a t a d a s a n a , 1 3 - U t k a t a s a n a , 1 4 -

Padahastasana, 15- Tadaasana, 16- Balasana.

Intotal 12 different asanas are there because 4

asanas are repeated twice in the series, each asana

is practiced with the loud chanting of syllables of

Gayatri mantra.

given by Pt. Sriram Acharya (founder of

Shantikunj, Hardwar) and (A

relaxation technique given by Swami Satyananda

Saraswati, Bihar School of Yoga, Munger) both

were also involved to observe the effect.

, proposed as a method for health care

professionals to encourage working women to

develop a daily physical activity plan. It is

observed that yogic techniques are being applied in

various fields such as management courses,

industrial workers, police training etc. However,

the effect of yoga practice on the

has not been reported so far. Therefore it

was thought that the effect of yogic intervention

should be studied on the .

1. To find the impact of yogic intervention on

stress level of working female practitioners of

age 25-39 years.

• This is the preliminary work in this field.

• The study is limited to only one part of

psychological problem. i.e. Stress.

• Many other psychological tests and other

physiological tests have been discarded in this

study.

• Independent Variables -Yogic Intervention:

Nadhi shodhan Pranayama

Yoganidra

Patricia

et al (2009)

Working

Women

Working Women

Objectives of the Study:

Limitations of the Study:

VARIABLES

work or at play will soon deplete body of the

energy it needs to restore itself and result in

becoming over stressed. Science is constantly

learning about the impact that stress has on overall

health. Stress is or may be a contributing factor in

everything from backaches and insomnia to cancer

and chronic fatigue syndrome.

Stress is often a key factor when women

experience either absence of menstruation or

abnormal bleeding. Hormonal imbalances caused

by stress may proliferate the symptoms of fibroid

tumors and endometriosis, as well as make

pregnancy difficult to achieve for couples with

fertility problems. Heart disease is the number one

killer of American women. High blood pressure,

heart attacks, heart palpitations, and stroke may be

stress related cardiovascular conditions. The

workers who have stressful conditions at their

workplace they all are suffers from so many

psycho-physiological problems like stress,

anxiety, hormonal disturbance, back pain,Arthritis

etc. below studies are supporting to researchers

study.

workers exposed to stressful work conditions

could be at increased risk of depression or anxiety.

examined the effects of anxiety and depression on

pain in women with rheumatoid arthritis. Anxiety

alone was indirectly related to current pain through

negative affect and depression alone was indirectly

related to current pain through positive affect.

Yoga is a systematic discipline, originated in India,

for self-realization. However, nowadays, scientific

researchers find its utility for all round

development of personality along with

innumerable spiritual as well as therapeutic

applications. As per Indian traditional yoga,

specially Hathayoga comprises different yogic

exercises viz. Asana (body posture), Pranayama

(controlled regulation of breath), Bandha

(physiological locks or hold of semi-voluntary

muscles), Kriyas (cleansing process), and Mudras

(at t i tude which spontaneously arouses

Mineka et al. (1998); Moffitt et al. (2007),

Bruce W. Smith and Alex J. Zautra, (2008)
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Age

Group

(25-39) level

Hence, the directional hypothesis:

DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSION:

Conclusion:

Mean SD N df t-value Signi-

ficance

Exp 35.64 5.60 25 48 2.45 <0.01

Control 40.04 7.01 25

Here, t=2.45 > t0.02, 48 = 2.40

“There will be

significant difference in post mean of stress level

between age group 25-39 yrs of EG and CG” has

been accepted for df = 48 at p < 0.01 which implied

that Yogic intervention caused significant

reduction in mean stress level of female teachers

age group (25-39) towards average normalcy.

Table (1) revealed that post means related to Stress

level for EG and CG age group 25-39 yrs are 35.64

and 40.04 respectively thereby showing a decrease

of 4.40 towards normalcy in mean of EG group.

Post SD for EG is 5.60 whereas is 7.01 for CG.

Obviously, post SD in EG is less than post SD of

CG which implied less spread of scores around

post mean of EG. Mark D. Tran et al. (2009),

Findings indicate that regular hatha yoga practice

can elicit improvements in the health-related

aspects of physical fitness. Andreas Michalsen et

al. (2005), state that Women suffering from mental

distress participating in a 3-month Iyengar yoga

class show significant improvements on measures

of stress and psychological outcomes. Bowman et

al., (1997), conclude that Yogic practice reduces

adrenalin and noradrenalin in blood which are

termed as “stress hormones”. Consequently, it can

be said Yogic Intervention caused almost

homogeneous effect to lower stress level (towards

normal range) of all participants of age group 25-

39.

After hypotheses test ing,

effectiveness of Yogic intervention has been found

in favor of significant improvement in

psychological parameters of the working women.

Hypothesis wise conclusions can be expressed as

under –

i) Pragya Yoga by Pt. Sriram Sharma Acharya,

Dev Sanskriti Vishwavidhyalaya, Shantikunj,

Hardwar.

ii) Yoga Nidra by Swami Satyanand Saraswati,

Bihar School ofYoga, Munger.

iii) Nadi Shodhan Pranayama by Pt. Sriram

S h a r m a A c h a r y a , D e v S a n s k r i t i

Vishwavidhyalaya, Shantikunj, Hardwar.

• Dependent Variable- Stress

For studying the effect of yogic intervention the

following directional hypotheses has been set -

1. There will be significant difference in post

mean of stress level between the EG and CG of

age group 25-39 yrs.

For the present research Quota sampling was used.

Total 50 female subjects were selected, age ranged

25-39 yrs from D.A.V. Girls Degree College

Yamuna Nagar (Haryana), and divided in to two

groups 25 for experimental group and 25 for

control group. Before starting the practice both the

groups control and experimental went under

through psychological test for homogeniousity of

the groups. After 45 days again the post test has

been taken for both the groups. To assess the

impact ofYogic intervention, parameter was stress.

For the measurement of stress level Mental Stress

Scale developed by Dr. M. Singh had been applied.

Total duration

of intervention

Timing = 7:30 to 8:30 am (60 minutes)

There will be significant

difference in post mean of stress between the EG &

CG of age group 25-39 yrs.

HYPOTHESES:

MATERIALSAND METHOD:

YOGIC INTERVENTION:

RESULT:

Table No. 1 (Stress)

HYPOTHESES:

= 45days (except Sundays

& Holidays)
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experienced when there is aprehension about

closing something that are craves or being

unable to get it. Both the psychological and

physiological abnormalities can be corrected by

resolves inYoga- Nidra.

The literal meaning of the sanskrit word Nidra is

sleep. Thus, yoga Nidra means Yogic sleep, but

in reality, the person who practices Yoga Nidra

avoids sleep in the whole process. he is awake in

the process, although his awareness is different

from the Normal State of wakefulness. His state

of consciousness in Yoga-Nidra occupies a stage

which is in between the usual state of

wakefulness and that of sleep.

The basic steps in the sequence of the Yoga-

Nidra techniques.

1. Preparation

2. Relaxation

3. Resovle (Sankalpa)

4. External shifting of consciousness - Right

side, Left side, front side, back side.

5. Internal Rotation of Consciousness-

Vishuddhi Chakra, Anahata Chakra,

Manipura Chakra, Svadhisthana Chakra,

Muladhara Chakra,Ajna Chakra.

6. Visualization

7. Resolve

8. Finish (Sampati)

Introduction

In the present age we are going through very

rapid change owing to scientific advancement.

Due to this scientific advancement not to speak

of a country but everyman has acquired the sense

of competitiveness so that he may not log behind

from anybody.

A no. of diseases are psychosomatic. There are

many diseases which are due to psychological

malfunctioning or dysfunctioning. Some are due

to bio chemical dysfunction. Both the

psychological and physiological abnormalities

can be corrected by resolves inYoga- Nidra.

Shavasana or Relaxation is the part of Yoga

Nidra. In Yoga Nidra we relax not only the body

but also the inner organs of the body and mind. In

Yoga- Nidra person do not sleep. He aware about

the pracell. In this practice we relax body part by

part.

A no. of diseases are primarily caused by mental

trauma and anxiety. Some of them are serious

and sometimes even fatal. Cardiac diseases and

cancer are example of this category. Anxiety is a

part of human existence, all the people feel it the

moderate degrees. It is an adaptive response. It is

anxiety that compels us to go for medical check

ups. Anxiety is a mental emotional state

"To Study the Effect of Yoga Nidra on The Level of Anxiety"

– Smriti Sharma & Anuja Rawa

ABSTRACT

The present study shows the effect of Yoga Nidra on the level of anxiety. The sample involved in this study

contains 35 students of 14-20 years from the school. The sample is selected by accidental sampling. The

subjects are examined in two sessions as pretest and post test after giving them training of Yoga Nidra till

30 days. Best attempts were made to avoid extraneous distraction. The statistical analysis administrated

through t-test. The result shows a significant change as Yoga Nidra positively decrease the level of anxiety

of the subjects.
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7. An American fighter pilot, following a six

weeks program of yoga and Relaxation, his

blood pressure was normalized, and he

regained full flight status.

8. There Results suggest that stress

management (Through Relaxation and

meditation) to reduce arousal of the nervous

system and anxiety would be an appropriate

component of a treatment regimen for HIV

infection.

9. 149 Diabetics, 104 were able to reduce their

intake of medication after 40 days treatment

with yoga and relaxation)

10. Epileptics who were resistant to epileptic

medicine meditated 20 minutes a day. After

year, a significant reduction in seizure

frequency and duration was measured

through relaxation.

11. 73 patients with advanced cancer, who had

attended at least 20 sessions of Intensive

meditation, 10% showed a remarkable

showing in the growth of the tumour and a

further 10% had a less marked reduction

50% experienced a greatly improved

quality of life.

12. 5% chronic pain patients, whole condition

had improved with 10 weeks meditation and

relaxation program 50% f the patients

showed a 50% or more reduction in pain.

13. 9 patients withAsthma took part in yoga and

relaxation, after a week they were generally

more relaxed.

14. According to AIMS 11 Apr. 2004 Report

patients can be relaxed early and earlier

from anxiety and Hypertension by practice

of meditation.

1. Johnson and Spielberger (1968) found that

Relaxation Training Significantly reduced

anxiety state.

2. Cocher (1973-74) made a study “Effect of

Savasanas on the extent on knee-Jerk” He

finds it out that Reflex activity in patellar

tension decreased after performing

savasanas for two minutes.

3. Heyer (1974) conducted a study on

‘Blindneer and yoga. The main purpose of

the study was to see whether yoga helped to

any extent in blindness. He found that

physical fitness of the blind by taking yoga

Asanas might be achieved pain and the

blind might reduce anxiety.

4. Mall, Chaudhary and Gin (1978) Conducted

a study entitled, (effect of yogic relaxo-

concentration training on two psychomotor

tasks After submaximal exercises” to

evaluate the effects of yogic relaxo-

concentration training on two psychomotor

tasks after submaximal exercises. The

Results of the study revealed that yogic

relaxo-concentration training could be used

as an effective method to hasten the psychic

and physical ectoration programmes after

submaximal exercise.

5. Udupa Compiled a Scientific trainee in

(1978) Savarana and meditative polls

improved relation, reduced blood pressure

and enhanced the microcirculation to the

vital organs of the body.

Conducted different Researches.

6. They have been able to cut their prescribing

costs by 40% by using methods including

yoga meditation and Relaxation.

At The Marylebone Health Centre in London
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INTERPRETATION OFTHE RESULT

REFERENCE BOOKS

In this present study it is examined that "there is

significant relationship between Yoga Nidra and

level of anxiety"

35 students of 14-20 years age group are

examined in two sessions as pretest and post test

after giving them training of Yoga Nidra till 30

days. t- test applied on the scores of anxiety level

as statistical analysis.

Result appears on the basis of statistical analysis

is 2.8 which is significant on the .01 level. Hence

it is proved that there is a significant relationship

betweenYoga Nidra and level of anxiety.

It has been found that the body is fear and

anxiety response and co-ordinated by a small

structure deep inside the brain. According to

NIMH Banglore. All the people of large

population remain totally unaware of the came

of their unhappiness or dissatisfaction through

out their entire level that is the mental problems

like anxiety, stress.

Mental problems like anxiety lie in the sub

conscious realms of the mind just below the

level of conscious perception, These seeds are

infact came unhappiness and disharmony

between body and mind.

Yoga Nidra is a potent tool of fortify the immune

system of the body. In Yoga Nidra we feel, we

imagine our anxiety or fear becoming reduce. In

resolve we think about their anxiety, worries is

reduced.

So the hypothesis "The Effect of Yoga Nidra on

the Level ofAnxiety is proved".

1. At Kineon Rita L; Hilgard Ernest R, At

Kineon Richart C; Introduction Psychology

15. Broota Verma Singh-1995 Hypertensions &

Anxiety can relaxed easily from meditation,

meditation is move effective there

relaxation technique.

16. According to Shri Ram Sharma Aacharya

by practice of meditation mental tension can

be removed because this increases the

immunity of Pirsov Vaijyanic Adhyat-

maved —Dr. Smt. Usha Khandelwal

"Study on the effect of Yoga Nidra on level

ofAnxiety".

Pre-Post test

There is a significant

relationship between Yoga- Nidra and level

of anxiety.

In this present study

35 students of 14-26 age group are selected

by accidental sampling.

• Yoga Nidra

Dependent Variable - level ofAnxiety

• Age group (14-20

years)

AVP1970 Hindi Edition 1970 by S.D. Kapoor.

(Hindi Version of Cattell's SelfAnalysis Form or

IPATA.S.Q.)

Test M SD N T Significant

Pre 39.51 8.79 35 2.8 Significant

at 0.01 level

r = 0.53, SED = 1.6

� Objective of the Study :-

Research Method :

Research Design :

Hypothesis :

Sample & Sampling :

Variables :

Independent Variable-

Control Variable-

Tools Used :-

StatisticalAnalysis :

Hypothesis

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Port 35 11.11 35
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9. Swami Shantidharnananda Saraswati, The
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Yogic Trance (1st Edition 2003)
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The yoga sutras have five rules namely shaucha,

s a n t o s h a , t a p a s , s w a d h y a y a a n d

ishwarpranidhan, which help us introspect and

turn inward.

When we turn inward and experience self-

compassion, this naturally extends to others and

ultimately helps us feel deeply grounded in life’s

meaning and purpose. Yoga is a way of

communicat ing with the inner sel f ,

counteracting helplessness & weakness,

increasing self-esteem and enhancing internal

locus of control. what causes the good or bad

results in his or her life, either in general or in a

specific area such as health or academics. Locus

of control was formulated within the framework

of Rotter’s “social learning theory of

personality”. The social learning theory

INTRODUCTION

The word ‘yoga’ is derived from the Sanskrit

root ‘yuj’ that indicates a unity, a harmony, a

balance between internal and external

consciousness. In other words, we can say that

‘yoga’means union of atma and Parmatama (the

soul and the God).

A c c o r d i n g t o P a t a n j a l i , y o g a i s

“Yogaschittavritti nirodhah” i.e.withdrawl of

sense organs from the worldly objects. Geeta

defines yoga as the “evenness of temper”.

However, practically speaking, yoga is a science

that deals with the health of the body and

harmony of mind. Its ultimate objectives are

‘self-identification’ and ‘self-perfection’. The

yoga sutras are also aimed to attain this.

Effect of Yoga on Locus of Control of

Female Students of Kurukshetra University

*Usha Lohan

**Anu Gill

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of yoga on locus of control of female students of

Kurukshetra University. The sample consisted of 60 female students of age 18 through 25 years. Purposive

sampling technique was used to draw a sample of 60 female students i.e. 30 yoga practitioners and 30 non-

yogic female students of Kurukshetra University. Each subject completed the locus of control

questionnaire (J. B. Rotter’s, 1966) which is a forced choice instrument, consisting of 29 pairs of

statement.

The results of the study showed that internalized locus of control scores of yoga practitioners are better

than non-yoga practitioners. The students following yogic path have self constructive behavior. The non-

yogic students have more scores on external locus of control scale i.e. they are under the control of

powerful others like chance, fate, luck etc. They are less independent.

“Although yoga has existed in India from times before the memory of humanity...the need for its physical

and psychospiritual benefits has never been greater than in the world today.” – Joanna Cashman,

*Associate Professor, Department of Physical Education, Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra

**M.Phil, Student, Department of Physical Education, Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra
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perceives oneself as having ability, skill,

motivation, and other personal dispositions

which are effective in manipulating the things in

order to attain desired consequences. Persons

having Internal LOC are more resistant to social

pressures and dedicated to the pursuits of

excellence and independence as compared to

people with external locus of control. People

exercising External LOC tend to be less

independent and also are more likely to be

depressed and stressed (Benassi, Sweeney &

Dufour, 1988; Rotter, 1954). They are under the

control of powerful others like chance, luck, fate

etc. They perceive that ‘the system’ will

determine how well he can do and those rewards

are distributed by such powerful others in a

random fashion.

In locus of control, yoga is a contemporary

expression of qualities that have always been

familiar to the world like emotional confidence,

cognitive and behavioral autonomy, and

presence of mental strength, self-awareness,

self-efficacy and motivation for achievement by

practising yogic exercises. Practicing yoga

regularly helps one to face ebbs and lows of life

with courage and valour. Yoga, as a path to self-

understanding, takes the awareness from the

external to the internal and brings about a

realization that the only true satisfaction that can

be gained from this existence is through being at

peace with oneself. No matter how much we

externalize our being; there is nothing external

that can give us lasting happiness or deep

ongoing satisfaction. When we begin to

understand that events and things cannot bring

ongoing peace, we begin to understand that we

have the means to this peace within

Yoga is a way of moving into stillness or peace.

By following the path laid out by Patanjali, we

suggests that behavior is influenced by social or

environmental factors and not psychological

factors alone, but the psychological situation

represents the individual’s unique combination

of potential behaviors and their value to him or

her. It is in the psychological situation that a

person’s expectations and value interact with the

situational constraints to exert a powerful

influence on behavior.

Locus of control is an expectancy variable which

refers to a person's belief about what causes the

good or bad results in his or her life, either in

general or in a specific area such as health or

academics. Locus of control was formulated

within the framework of Rotter’s “social

learning theory of personality”. The social

learning theory suggests that behavior is

influenced by social or environmental factors

and not psychological factors alone, but the

psychological situation represents the

individual’s unique combination of potential

behaviors and their value to him or her. It is in the

psychological situation that a person’s

expectations and value interact with the

situational constraints to exert a powerful

influence on behavior.

Locus of control can either be internal (when the

person believes that s/he has a control on self or

his/her life) or external (when one believes that

the environment, some higher power, or other

people control his decisions and life). Internal –

LOC individuals are more likely to be

achievement-oriented because they see that their

own behavior can result in positive effects, and

they are more likely to be high achievers as

well(Findley & Cooper, 1983). An internal

person believes that he has control over his fate

and achievement and that effort and reward will

be correlated operationally. Such person
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HYPOTHESIS

METHODOLOGY

There exists a significant difference between the

LOC of yogic and non- yogic female students.

This research study employed descriptive

survey method which is a comparative study of

locus of control between yogic and non-yogic

female students of Kurukshetra University,

Kurukshetra. The sample consisted of 60 female

students of age between 18 and 25. Purposive

sampling technique was used to draw the sample

of 60 female students i.e. 30 yogic practitioners

and 30 non-yogic students from the population.

The researcher used the J. B. Rotter’s scale

(1966) for Locus of control. It is a self-

administering test for college students. The

administration of the test generally takes 20- 30

minutes. This scale is a forced choice

instrument, which consist of 29 pairs of

statements, out of which 23 are scored. There are

6 filler items (Item no. 1, 8, 14, 19, 24, 27), which

are not scored.

Data analysis to compare the locus of control

between yogic and non-yogic female students

was done by computing‘t’ values. The data

collected are analysed and interpreted and

results are presented in the following section:

Table -1 reveals that mean internal locus of

control score of yogic female students is 15.03

which is higher than the external locus of control

scores of yoga practitioners. The significance of

difference between the mean locus of control

scores of the two groups comes out to be 5.817,

which is greater than the table value at both 0.05

and 0.01 level of significance. Hence, this can be

interpreted to mean that there is a significant

difference between the internal and external

locus of control of yogic female students. The

female students practising yoga are found to

have better internal locus of control.

begin to let go of outside influences and become

more in tune with what is happening inside.

Patanjali’s eight fold path leads us inward and

away from the external. Yoga provides a path

that takes us from an external to an internal locus

of control. In effect, by peeling away the layers

of attachment to our body-mind complex and the

‘things’ of the world, we begin to move ‘inside’

and move closer to awareness of our true nature,

the Self.

How one reacts to stress has more influence on

wellness than the severity of the actual stress

event. Positive coping behavior leads to healthy

immune function, while poor coping behavior

does just the opposite. Feelings of helplessness

are especially destructive to immunity in times

of stress, but as they decrease, the stress response

lessens and the immune system flourishes.

Through yoga, a practitioner develops and fine-

tunes her or his body and experiences deep

feelings of well-being that are available during

relaxation, which is an integral and essential

conclusion to a yoga practice. These combine to

develop what is called in the psychological

literature an internal locus of control.

The study was planned with the following

objectives:-

• To study if significant differences exist in

the Locus of Control of yogic female

students.

• To study if significant differences exist in

the Locus of Control of non- yogic female

students.

• To find out the differences in the internal

Locus of Control of yogic and non- yogic

female students.

• To find out the differences in the external

Locus of Control of yogic and non- yogic

female students

OBJECTIVES
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value at both 0.05 and 0.01 level of significance.

Hence, this can be interpreted to mean that there

is a significant difference between the internal

and external locus of control of non- yogic

female students. The female students not

practicing yoga are found to have lesser internal

locus of control.

Table -2 reveals that mean external locus of

control score of yogic female students is 12.87

which is higher than the internal locus of control

scores of non- yogic practitioners. The

significance of difference between the mean

locus of control scores of the two groups comes

out to be 6.37, which is greater than the table

TABLE- 1

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN EXTERNAL

& INTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL SCORES OF YOGIC FEMALE STUDENTS

Group level No. of Mean S.D SED t-ratio Significance

subjects level

Internal locus of control 30 15.03 2.39 1.26 5.817 Significance at

External locus of control 30 7.97 2.39 0.05 & 0.01 level

TABLE- 2

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN EXTERNAL &

INTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL SCORES OF NON-YOGIC FEMALE STUDENTS

Group level No. of Mean S.D SED t-ratio Significance

subjects level

Internal locus of control 30 10.13 2.79 0.43 6.37 Significance at

External locus of control 30 12.87 2.79 0.05 & 0.01 level

It is evident from table-3 that the mean scores of

yogic female students on internal LOC are 15.13

and that of non-yogic students are 10.13. This

shows that the female students practising yoga

have more internal locus of control as compared

to non- practitioners. The significance of

difference between the mean internal LOC

scores comes to be 11.95 which is significant at

both levels i.e. 0.05 and 0.01. Thus, an inference

can be drawn that there is a significant difference

between the internal LOC of yogic and non-

yogic students.

TABLE- 3

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INTERNAL LOCUS OF

CONTROL SCORES OF YOGIC AND NON-YOGIC FEMALE STUDENTS

Group level No. of Mean S.D SED t-ratio Significance

subjects level

Yogic internal locus 30 15.13 2.39 0.41 11.95 Significance at
of control 0.05 & 0.01 level

Non- yogic internal 30 10.13 2.79
locus of control
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significance of difference between the mean

external LOC scores comes to be 11.81 which is

significant at both levels i.e. 0.05 and 0.01. Thus,

an inference can be drawn that there is a

significant difference between the external LOC

of yogic and non- yogic students.

It is evident from table-4 that the mean scores of

non- yogic female students on external LOC are

12.87 and that of yogic students are 7.97. This

shows that the female students not practising

yoga have more external locus of control as

compared to yoga practitioners. The

TABLE- 4

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EXTERNAL LOCUS OF

CONTROL SCORES OF YOGIC AND NON- YOGIC FEMALE STUDENTS

Group level No. of Mean S.D SED t-ratio Significance

subjects level

Yogic external locus 30 7.97 2.39 0.41 11.81 Significance at
of control 0.05 & 0.01 level

Non- yogic external 30 12.87 2.79
locus of control

• There is a significant difference between

external locus of control of yogic and non-

yogic female students.

Thus, it can be concluded that yoga reduces the

effects of stress and induces feeling of calm and

peacefulness, combats depression and anxiety,

counteracts helplessness and weakness, thus

increases self-esteem and internalized locus of

control. Hence, it can be empirically stated that

yoga provides a path that takes one from an

external to an internal locus of control.
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moderation the key to success. Journal of

Psychology. Vol.25 (5), 517- 535.

• Eleanor, C. (1989). How yoga works: An

introduction to somatic yoga. Freeperson

press.

• Farhi, D. (2000). Yoga mind, body, and
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Henry Holt & co.
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The analysis and interpretation of data led to the

following results:

• There is significant difference between

internal and external locus of control of

yogic female students, as practice of yoga

asana (postures) addresses wellness on a

whole-body level. It helps in forming self-

c o n s t r u c t i v e b e h a v i o r t h a t i s

psychologically beneficial and health
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The book, is a part of training material developed

under the Project ‘Introduction of Yoga in School Health’ initiated by MDNIY, New Delhi under the

auspices of Department of AYUSH, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India. As

per the Project, the school- teachers selected from all over India are to be imparted one month training

to develop skills required for teaching Yoga; and then work as resource persons to teach Yoga in their

respective schools. The Manual has been prepared according to the syllabus developed by the experts

from the leading Yoga Institutes of the country for one month residential Yoga training programme

for school- teachers.

With the above background, the book has dealt in detail with both the theoretical and practical aspects

of Yoga. It extensively covers all important components of Yoga which a yoga teacher needs to know.

The book comprises of eight chapters appropriately divided in two sections – theory and practical.

The Manual underlines the need and relevance of Yoga in modern life for health and happiness. It

successfully attempts to bring home the m

‘Yoga Teacher’s Manual for School Teachers’

essage that Yoga is beneficial for all age groups. The book

aptly emphasizes that Yoga is not confined to asana, pranayama and meditation only; rather it is to be

adopted as integral part of every day life. Considering Yoga as a life-style, it discusses essential

components of healthy living in terms of ahara (food), vihara (relaxation), achara (conduct), vichara

(thinking) and vyavahara (behaviour) in a yogic way.



This monumental work elaborately explains the beneficial role of Yoga for developing a holistic

personality. It discusses ‘personality’ in the light of modern as well as Yogic view; it also touches

upon Ayurvedic view. For developing holistic personality, development of right values, which has

been the most neglected area so far, has been given a prominent place in the book.

The Manual is very rich content- wise. It deals with Yoga holistically i.e. all aspects associated with

Yoga-spiritual, psychological, physiological and anatomical, have been explained. A brief

introduction of important Yoga texts given in the book highlights to its readers the richness of various

Yoga traditions.

Pedagogy of teaching Yoga, an important issue for a Yoga teacher, has also been suitably dealt with.

The book describes various methods of teaching Yoga. One entire chapter in the book has been

devoted to teaching of the difficult and abstract Yogic concepts in a simple and interesting way with

the help of games, case studies, stories, role-playing, puzzles etc. The book also explains various

Yogic practices in a systematic manner clearly indicating ‘what, when, how and why to practise

them’.

The presentation of the ‘Manual’ is very appealing and useful to the readers. Depiction of Yogic

practices with a colourful scheme, suitable photographs, and quotations from different texts given at

the end of each chapter make it more interesting and a valuable treatise.

Along with the above strengths, minor flaws may also be noticed; to be specific, the ‘names’given to

some of the asanas may not be agreeable to all. However, the variations in the ‘names’can be ignored

as the contributing institutions might be following their own traditions and it may sometimes be

difficult to bring consensus. The book though precious, is very voluminous and bulky. It would also

be a good idea for the publisher to bring it out in two volumes, one for theory and other for practical so

that the book becomes handy and easy to carry.

Overall, this work can be termed a very valuable addition to the Yoga literature. It may be called the

only product of its kind where all important elements ofYoga have been put at one place. It can also be

used as a textbook to be read by all those who want to pursueYoga-Sadhana.
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BOOK REVIEW

YOGA IN INDIA

Dr. Otto Stricker

152

12

9783000362217

Earth.orgGmbH, Nympenburgerstrasse155,

80634, Munich, Germany,

otto@earth.org

Hard binding, snow white paper with high gsm, four

colour

Earth.orgGmbH, Nympenburgerstrasse155, 80634,

Munich, Germany

( The book is available at MDNIYLibrary )

This is surely the best guide to the top Yoga centers in India. None of the top ones are missed and all

valid traditions of Yoga are showcased with beauty, grace and respect. You will like, especially the

way the photos themselves tell a story giving us an inner glimpse of the soul as well as the body of

each centre. No hyperbole here, just plain truths and phrased in clear and lucid language too. This

compilation was made by determined and dedicated team who have done the best Yoga Seva. If you

truly want to find realYoga in India, this book is a great place to start!

Book's Name: Yoga In India

Editor:

Pages:

Price:

ISBN:

Purchase order:

Email:

Binding:

Publisher:

€
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Instructions to Authors

THE MATTER FOR PUBLICATION

MANUSCRIPTS

UNDERTAKING BYTHEAUTHORS

• Original research papers

• Articles by eminentYoga professionals

• Concise and mini reviews on topics of current interests

• Brief communications on all aspects of fundamental and clinical research on theory and

philosophy ofYoga

• Case reports of special therapeutic interest

• Papers on normal metabolic process relevant to human diseases

• Book reviews

(English and Hindi) shall be complete with figures, tables and reference and be

submitted in triplicate along with a soft copy of the article. Papers will be subjected to peer reviewing.

Any comments of experts will be communicated to the authors. The Editor reserves the right to

correct the grammar mistakes and necessary corrections even of accepted papers.

An undertaking has to be signed by all the authors that:

• The contents in the whole or in part, for the paper entitled “…………….” submitted to “Yoga

Vijnana” have not already been published elsewhere in whole or in part.

• The contents in whole or in part, for the paper entitled “……….” submitted to “Yoga Vijnana”

will not be published in any other journal unless the authors receive a rejection letter from the

Editorial committee of “Yoga Vijnana”.

• The authorship of the paper will not be questioned by any one of us or by any other person whose

name is not given and

• The Editor, the members of the Editorial Board, Associate Editors and Scientific Advisor

Committee will not be responsible for either the views expressed by the authors or any possible

controversy regarding the authorship of the paper.

Typed manuscripts should be double spaced and one side of the paper only, leaving 4 cm margin.

Front page should have brief and precise title (all capitals); the names and addresses of authors and

institutions at which the work was carried out; present address of the author(s) if different as a

footnote; abstract key words (not more than 5) below the abstract for indexing and author for

correspondence for papers with multiple authorship as footnote.
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The paper should be divided into Abstract, Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results and

Discussion, etc.

should be restricted to summary of the important results and conclusions only without

general statements. It should not exceed 150 words and be on first page without abbreviations.

mention must be made to the previous work on the subject if the paper briefly,

quoting the reference by numbers within brackets in the order in which they are cited. Too many

unnecessary details and very old references should be avoided. The reasons for carrying out the

present investigations and the lacunae in our present knowledge have to be clearly pointed out.

should contain sources of material and all the actual methods

employed in brief.

may be given separately or combined according to the discretion of

the authors. Lengthy discussions and postulations not based on the actual findings of the study should

be avoided.Authors are advised to avoid too may paragraphs.

Standard abbreviation should be used after giving the full names first time

introducing the terms along with the abbreviations in parenthesis.

should be on separate pages and numbered

consecutively (1, 2, etc). the figures should be drawn clearly in Indian ink on good paper. One original

drawing and the other two sets of photographs should be send. Computer generated graphics in black

in good quality laser printer are also acceptable. Only standard symbols should be used for figures.

Tables should have brief titles and without vertical lines. Statistical significance etc, have to be as

footnote to the correspondence tables.

should be numbered in order of citation in the text appropriate place in brackets in

line with the text. Reference in the end must be on separate sheets in serial order. They must be

complete with names and initials of the authors, year, title of the paper, name of the journal, volume

and first and last page numbers and place of publication have to be given. Titles of journals have to be

abbreviated in conformity with the list of periodicals.

• A sum of Rs.1000/- as honorarium and Rs.100/- towards the postage shall be paid to the first

author of the article.

• Total number of 05 free copies of the published article shall be provided to authors.

Manuscripts (both hard and soft copy) should be sent to Editor, Yoga Vijnana, Quarterly Journal,

Morarji Desai National Institute of Yoga, 68, Ashoka Road, New Delhi – 110001. You can also mail

us on mdniy@yahoo.co.in
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Sh. Ghulam NabiAzad, Hon'ble Union Minister of Health & FW, Govt.
of India and Sh. Omar Abdullah, Hon'ble Chief Minister of J & K
appreciating the Yoga demo by MDNIY Staffs & Students at
AROGYA, Srinagar

Sh. S. Gandhiselvan, Hon'ble Union Minister of State Health for
Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of India on his visit to the institute

Sh. S. Gandhiselvan, Hon'ble Union Minister of State Health for
Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of India inaugurating the National
Seminar During NYW– 10

Dignitaries present during the inauguration of Workshop on Role of
Yoga in Geriatric Care at Advanced Centre for Yoga in Gujarat
Ayurveda University, Jamnagar

Dr. IV Basavaraddi, director, MDNIY presenting a memento to Air
Commodore A. K. Singh, Chief Guest during valedictory function of
Certificate Course inYoga Science forAir Force personnel(GTIs)

Dr. C. G. Deshpande, Professor(retd.) Dept. of Applied Psychology,
University of Bombay, during one of the Month End Workshop at
MDNIY
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Group photo of Air Force personnel at the valedictory function of

Certificate Course in Yoga Science (CYSc.)

Group photo of Air Force personnel (GTIs) at the valedictory function

of Certificate Course inYoga Science (CYSc.)

Children performing Yoga during Summer Yoga Workshop for

Children, 2010

Delegates from Govt. of Sweden lead by Ms.Murlin Larson, Minister

of Elderly Care and Public Health along with staff and students of

MDNIY

MDNIYStudents givingYoga Demonstration during NYW-2010 Experts and participants at NYW– 2010.
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